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Chapter 1
Introduction
by Tjalle Vandergraaf
The decade following WWII was a period of optimism in Canada. The Allied
forces had successfully defeated the Nazis in Europe and, as often happens in
periods of war, there had been an enormous amount of research and development
in the USA, the United Kingdom and Canada to develop a nuclear device.
Canada's research was centred at Chalk River, Ontario and, after the conclusion of
WWII, the focus shifted to the peaceful development of nuclear power. The Chalk
River Nuclear Laboratories grew and expanded to the point that led to the
establishment of a second nuclear research site. For reasons that are probably
beyond the scope of this book, a pristine, but mosquito-infected swampy area
along the Winnipeg River was selected and named Pinawa. For a more detailed
account of the decision on where to locate Pinawa, the reader is directed to Robert
Boswell's book Nucleus.
By siting Pinawa in a previously undisturbed location, at the end of a 12-km long
highway and more than 15 km from the nearest settlement, Pinawa was destined
to be a company town, no different from the company towns that were established
in the more remote areas of Canada to extract natural resources. Company towns
tend to be one-industry towns with fortunes that rise and fall with the health of the
industry that sustains them. Company towns are generally temporary: they either
evolve into more normal towns when additional economic activity is added, or
they die because the natural resources become depleted. In this sense, Pinawa was
expected to be different from the run-of-the mill company town because research
does not depend on the presence or absence of natural resources. On the other
hand, the continued funding of research was the only lifeline for Pinawa. Just as
the depletion of natural resources could spell the death of a company town, so the
curtailing of research funding could be the end of Pinawa. However, in the
halcyon days of the 1950s and 1960s, this was not anticipated and the optimism
that Pinawa would have a long and prosperous future reigned prominently.
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It was under these circumstances that a group of scientists, engineers, and
technical staff, all future residents of Pinawa, came together in Deep River on
January 20, 1963 to explore the possibility of forming a congregation of likeminded Christians in Pinawa. The argument presented was that "if they were to
work and live together, it seemed only natural that they could also worship
together."
At that time, the understanding of main stream Canada was that there were,
basically, two kinds of Christians, Roman Catholics and Protestants. This could be
seen when driving past the Kapyong Barracks along Kenaston Boulevard in
Winnipeg. There used to be two chapels, a Roman Catholic chapel and a
Protestant chapel. And so, the early religious community in Pinawa also reflected
this dichotomy: a Roman Catholic group and a Protestant group, the latter
consisting primarily of, alphabetically, Anglicans, Baptists, Lutherans, Mennonites,
Presbyterians, United Church members and non-denominational faith
communities.
From this early beginning, the Pinawa Christian Fellowship grew, changed,
shrunk, and its demographics changed to mirror the changes in the community.
What started off as a rather novel experiment in ecumenism, a community of faith
that stubbornly insisted on holding worship services in a elementary school
auditorium with all the inconveniences it presents, has by God's grace, been
allowed to continue for half a century. What is interesting is that more and more
denominations are venturing into the area of
community churches and that many congregations
are meeting in non-traditional facilities including
schools, shopping malls, warehouses, and movie
theatres. In a way, it can be said that Pinawa
Christian Fellowship was simply an idea well ahead
of its time.
This commemorative book is a journey through time,
from the early beginnings of the Pinawa Christian
Fellowship, through 50 years of highs and lows,
triumphs and disappointments, with some "blue sky
dreaming" of life after 50 years. The Pinawa
Christian Fellowship can be seen as a many-facetted
jewel and some of these facets are highlighted in this
book.
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Chapter 2
A History of the Pinawa Christian Fellowship
1963-2013
by Bob McCamis
“And though your beginning was small your latter days will be very great”
Job 9:7

The Beginning – The 1960s
The Pinawa Christian Fellowship all began in January, 1963. Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited was planning to establish a twin National Laboratory to its
existing Chalk River Laboratory near a brand new town, called Pinawa, which was
being carved out of forest, swamp and rock in eastern Manitoba. Some existing
Chalk River employees were to transfer to Pinawa to be the core of the new
laboratory staff. A group of these future Pinawa residents, living in Deep River,
Ontario, took upon themselves the privilege of making arrangements to hold
Sabbath worship and Church School in Pinawa as soon as possible after "the
settlers” began to arrive. If they were to work and live together, it seemed only
natural that they could also worship together.
The first organizational meeting of the “Pinawa Church Group" was held on
Sunday, January 20th, 1963, in Deep River to discuss and plan the organization of a
combined church in Pinawa. Some members attending this meeting were: Mr. &
Mrs. F. Gilbert, Mr. & Mrs. R. Robertson, Mr. & Mrs. A. Petkau, Mr. & Mrs. T.
Thexton, Mr. & Mrs. J. Guthrie, Mr. & Mrs. B. Gordon, Mr. & Mrs. J. Putnam, Mr.
& Mrs. B. Stewart, Mr. & Mrs. R. Smith, Mr. & Mrs. D. Fitzsimmons, Mr. & Mrs. A.
Summach and Mr. J. Leng. Significant, initial assistance was provided by Rev. Bob
Plant, of the Deep River Community Church.
At this meeting, Mr. F.W. Gilbert read a letter from Atomic Energy of Canada
stating that they were setting aside three serviced lots in the plans for the new
town for the building of churches. Mr. Gilbert also noted that AECL buildings in
Pinawa would be available for worship services; the first building to be ready for
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use, in 1963, would be the public school. Obviously, the new church did not take
Mr. Gilbert up on his offer of the building lot, but would spend the next 50 years
worshiping in the elementary school. Ironically, this school would be named after
the very same F.W. Gilbert, after his untimely death in 1966. The debate over
having their own building or staying in the school would be revisited every few
years, progressing to the point of buying a building lot in the 1990s. But more
about this topic elsewhere in this book.
As it was obvious that there was much fact-finding and planning to be done, a
committee was formed to further organize this work. The group felt that four
people would be sufficient and should be, if possible, representative of the various
denominations. Jock Guthrie, who had volunteered his services as Secretary
earlier in the meeting, was appointed together with Dorothy Robertson, Jim
Putnam and Abe Petkau.
The second meeting of the Pinawa Church Group was held on Sunday evening
March 20th, in the Deep River Community Centre. Jim Putnam summarized the
work of the committee, which had been appointed at the first meeting, concerning
correspondence with the various denominations. He noted that considerable
interest was being shown in the efforts of the group to establish Christian worship
and Sunday school in Pinawa and that support had been promised.
A draft proposal for a federated church in Pinawa was discussed. The Committee
was instructed to begin exploratory discussions with various Protestant and
Roman Catholic denominations to determine their views about the proposal and
what their requirements for federation would be.
Bruce Stewart, on behalf of Mrs. Summach and himself, presented proposals for
Church School in Pinawa. He pointed out that they should be prepared to teach about
seventy pupils during the first session and that the Deep River Community Church had
offered to give enough of the Christian Faith and Life! series of Church School materials to
make it possible to start Sunday School in Pinawa in the Fall..
Ted Thexton, discussing a report on youth activities prepared by Mrs. Jane Petkau,
Dennis Fitzsimmons and himself, suggested that Scouts, Guides, Brownies and
Cubs would be the most suitable youth activities to begin in Pinawa. He pointed
out that there were Scout groups in Lac du Bonnet, Pine Falls and Seven Sisters. R.
M. Smith agreed to head up a joint Scout-Guide Committee which would get
scouting underway in Pinawa.
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The consensus reached at this meeting was "Let's wait until we can sit down and
talk to other people living in Pinawa, before we make any more decisions!” As a
result of this view, the group decided not to meet again until fall, and in Pinawa, in
order to give the Whiteshell Laboratories staff who did not live in the Deep River Pembroke area the opportunity to express their views on Church and Sunday
school organization.
The first meeting of the Pinawa Christian Fellowship was held in Pinawa in early
October, 1963. At this meeting Mrs. R. F. S. Robertson, Messrs: D. Green, J. E.
Guthrie, T. B. Lamb, A. Petkau and J. M. Putnam were elected as the P. C. F.
Committee and given the responsibility of organizing fellowship activities and
liaison with the supporting denominations: Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran,
Mennonite, Presbyterian and United Church. This Committee appointed J. H.
Allen as Sunday School Superintendent.
Later in October the six P.C.F. Committee members held a meeting in Winnipeg, at
the Christian Education Center on Maryland Street, which was also attended by
representatives of the various denominations who were, at that point in time,
indicating their support for our efforts to form a combined church in Pinawa.
Among the representatives present were:








Rt. Rev. H. E. Hives, Bishop of the Anglican Diocese of Keewatin.
Rev. A. (Tony) Friebert, Chairman of the Selkirk Presbytery of the
United Church. (A Missions representative from the Manitoba
Conference of the United Church may have attended as well)
Rev. Roy H. Vogt, of the Mennonite Church.
Rev. Alec MacSween, Presbyterian Church of Canada Missions
Superintendent.
A lay minister of the Baptist Church.
A minister from one of the Lutheran Churches in Winnipeg.

The Committee explained how we wanted to conduct the "Pinawa Christian
Fellowship'' and asked for the support of the denominational representatives
present. Our proposals were well received and thoroughly discussed. The
denominations agreed that night among other things, to provide ministerial
services on a rotating basis until such time as the PCF was able to support the
services of a full time minister.
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The Sunday school was the first to be organized and began operating a few weeks
ahead of the first service. Teachers were: Marg [Mrs. Roger] Smith, Yvonne Hart,
Gladys Hatcher, Shirley Bell, Anne Green, Marion Stewart, Jim Putnam and Ed
Lundman. There were 37 children at the first Sunday school, and 39 at the second.
On November 3rd, 1963, the first Sunday morning worship service of the newly
formed and loosely organized Pinawa Christian Fellowship was held in the school
auditorium. The service was conducted by Rev. A. Friebert from the United
Church in Dugald, Manitoba. At this service Kerri, the daughter of Mr. & Mrs. G.
Bailey and Robert, the son of Mr. & Mrs. D. Graham were baptized.
Thus, less than one year after the first meeting of the Pinawa Church Group in
Deep River, the Pinawa Christian Fellowship emerged as the tangible result of
their dedication and hard work, together with the enthusiastic support of the major
Protestant denominations.

Jock and Gladys Guthrie

Roger and Marg Smith

Marion and Bruce Stewart

Some members who were in attendance at the first meeting of the “Pinawa Church Group”.

Attendance at the worship services was encouraging from the beginning and
growth paralleled that of Pinawa. The makeup of the new and growing
congregation was broadened and very much enriched as AECL staffed up in
Manitoba by hiring from the wider, international community, with people
representing many, varied denominations. Furthermore, as the new arrivals were,
by and large, removed from their previous family and friendship support groups,
people were eager to develop new friends and like-minded groups – the new PCF
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was a perfect fit in this regard. At the commencement, this was due in large
measure to the efforts of Mrs. Robertson, Mrs. Guthrie and Mrs. Putnam who, in
welcoming newly-arrived residents, explained to them the weekly schedule of
religious worship. The attendance of parents with young children was made
possible by virtue of a well-run nursery managed by a group of teen-aged girls
from the congregation.
For the first two years ministerial supply was made available by six communions
of the Protestant faith. The United Church of Canada provided the minister for the
first Sunday of each month, while the Anglican Church delegated a minister of
their choice for the fourth Sunday of each month. The remaining Sundays were
shared on a cyclic basis by ministers from the Baptist, Lutheran, Mennonite and
Presbyterian communions. Each denomination kept its own identity but to
maintain continuity and uniformity for both the ministerial supply and the
Congregation, a predetermined order of service was agreed upon. Until the first
PCF minister was hired, Rev. Canon Len Fryer of the Lac du Bonnet Anglican
Church provided pastoral care during the week.
Choral music is traditionally associated with Church services and from
suggestions made by the Congregation, it was decided there was a need for a choir
to lead the singing at the Sunday worship service. Mr. Denis Fitzsimmons was
approached to this end and, assisted by Mrs. M. Lamb, a meeting of the young
people of the community was held.
The outcome was the formation of a junior choir group of about twenty in number.
The choir made their debut on December 15, 1963 when a special White Gift
service was held. The choir was in great demand over the Christmas season as on
December 22nd they sang an anthem at the regular morning service and then in
the afternoon were invited to sing at the Lessons and Carol Service conducted by
the Hi-C [youth] Group. On Christmas Eve the choir led the Singing when the old
tradition of Carol singing was held around the houses of Pinawa.
On Sunday, February 23rd, 1964, the first uniformed Church Parade took place in
Pinawa. The 1st Pinawa Guide Company and Brownie Pack invited the Scouts and
Wolf Cubs to attend Divine Service in the school auditorium. Bishop Hives of the
Diocese of Keewatin conducted the service.
On Wednesday evening, August 11th, 1965, an induction service was held for
Donald R. Ross, of the United Church of Canada, the first full-time minister of the
Pinawa Christian Fellowship. Representatives of each of the member
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denominations were present and the induction was conducted by Rev. A. F.
Friebert, with assistance from Rev. A. F. MacSween, Rev. R. H. Vogt and Rev. H. E.
Hives.
Also by 1965, planning and
discussion regarding a building
had commenced, and the
congregation asked AECL, who
controlled all land in Pinawa at
that time, for a lot. Ongoing
debate is recorded in the next
several annual meeting
minutes and in visitation
documents. The following
excerpt (see next page) from
the 1966 Visitation Package
largely reflects the consensus of
the congregation over the
years.

First PCF Wedding: Maureen, daughter of Ruth and
Everett Dobbin to Garth Mitchell. Rev. Donald Ross
officiating. July 30, 1966

The first constitution of the PCF was created in 1965. In this document, the
purposes of the PCF were stated as being: “to proclaim the gospel of the Kingdom
of Jesus Christ, to extend his kingdom…..and to nourish Christian life in this
community through regular worship and devotions in an atmosphere of brotherly
love and concern.” It is also to be stressed that, in establishing the PCF as a multidenominational congregation, the conscious intention was to maintain, and even to
build upon, the differences between, or the individualities of the denominations,
rather than becoming a non-denominational melting pot.
The following is an excerpt (on a possible church building) from the 1966 Visitation
Package, as written by the Rev Donald R. Ross:
Every so often someone, usually someone unconnected with our congregation, asks
me the question: “When are you going to build your church?” There is really only
one answer: “We’re building our church before we build our building.
The thing before us as a congregation right now is this: Just what kind of
structure must we develop in order to express adequately our inner self, our
“church” in this community? …a sanctuary for worship? …a Christian Education
Building for youth training? …a coffee house where people can meet and talk?
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…What about organizational structure? What kind of groups do we need … or do
we need groups at all?
Here are some things to keep in mind as you think about this: any structure –
buildings, programs, organization that we develop must take seriously into
consideration:
Our freedom of opportunity. Most congregations are tied to an existing building
and a mortgage, to a laid-down organizational structure or tradition, or to a set
of programs that have to be kept going at all costs. We are not. Experiment and
exploration is both our opportunity and out duty.
The potential of our people. Enormous resources are among us in terms of creative
and concerned men, women and young people. Any structure we have must make
commitment a challenge to all that they have and are
The need of the community. What are they…really? A good phrase to keep in
mind here is one of Colin Williams’ …”the structure of our corporate life must
grow around the shapes of worldly need.”
This Visitation, please take time to consider what it really costs to build a
Church, and the pray, act, and give accordingly.
Interesting tidbits from the minutes of the 1968 Annual General Meeting (AGM)
include:







A newsletter had been started by this point in time,
A Belair family life event had been held at some point during the
previous year,
There was a roster of 20 to 25 teachers for the Sunday School, led by
Superintendent B. Pannell,
There were 12 baptisms and 5 confirmations during the previous year,
The total budget for the PCF for 1968 was $12,580, and for 1969, $15,050.
[PCF records show that the 1967 minister’s salary was $5500.]

One highlight discussed in the 1969 AGM minutes was a cantata “Olivet to
Calvary”, performed the previous Easter by the Senior Choir.
Rev. Ross remained until 1969, when he left to return to theological college.
[Coincidentally, PCF records give Rev. Ross’ address as 25 McDiarmid Road, the
same address occupied by Rev. Rob Murray in 2013.] One interesting note from an
early PCF newsletter was a comment from Rev. Ross that he had been given
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permission from AECL to come and go freely from the “Plant” [as one and all
quickly came to refer to the AECL main site]. This freedom of access is in marked
contrast to current (2013) policies, which unfortunately changed with world events
in the late 1990s. During Rev. Ross`s incumbency, the common lectionary was
adopted as a basis for worship, to”give a discipline for ongoing study”.
Rev. Ross was followed by Rev. Brian Gilbertson, of the Anglican Church, in 1969.
An early recorded observation by Rev. Gilbertson was that he observed in the PCF
of the day no clear vision of purpose for the future, beyond maintaining the status
quo.
The Lutherans withdrew from the PCF congregation in the late 1960s.

Looking Beyond Pinawa - The 1970s
The first remark that must be made in
this accounting of the PCF History is that
much of the documented records for the
PCF (General Committee Minutes,
Annual General Meeting minutes,
newsletters, etc.) for the late 1960s and
most of the 1970s are no longer available.
One of the prime focuses for the 1970s
was to assist First Nations communities,
led in large part by the Senior Youth
Group. One major effort, which was in
fact started in the late 1960s was the
“Fort Hope Project “. [Fort Hope is now
known as Eabametoong First Nation,
and is located 300 km north north-east of
Jock Guthrie and L. Anderson, 1978, Terry
Thunder Bay, Ontario.] Although more
Rummery in the background
details on this work will be given in a
separate article, elsewhere in this history, a brief summary of this project is given
below. Getting to Fort Hope involved a long car trip over poor roads, followed by
some 120 miles by canoe, or a trip by bush plane. Two work parties of
approximately twelve people each spent approximately one week in Fort Hope,
plus travel time. The Fort Hope Project involved much sweat equity (helping to
build better facilities, such as a pre-cut log house/manse), in addition to fellowship
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and bonding. A couple of years later, PCF volunteers prepared 30 prefabricated
pews in Pinawa and shipped these to Fort Hope for use in the new church.
A similar project involved Little Grand Rapids, Manitoba, approximately 250 km
north of Winnipeg, reached by sea planes from St. Georges, Manitoba, near Pine
Falls. The first year, approximately one dozen 14 and 15-year old Pinawa youth
went to Little Grand Rapids for one week of chores, work bees, swimming,
baseball games and evening sing-songs. Similar visits continued for the next four

F. W. Gilbert Elementary School, 1978

or five years. This project included a unique student exchange feature, whereby
some high school students came to Pinawa to attend High School. Another
venture had fresh blueberries flown to St. Georges by plane and sold locally. The
Little Grand Rapids work spanned the years between approximately 1972 and
1978.
The Youth Group also spent some
considerable amount of time in
Winnipeg, repairing inner-city
mission facilities. The youth also
formed a Rock Band and ran a Youth
Church service in the early 1970s.
Rev. Gilbertson left the PCF in 1973,
and was replaced by Rev. Harvie
Barker, (Presbyterian/United) who
was the PCF minister from 1974 to
1980.

Derek Boase and Keith Chambers,
PCF’s 15th Anniversary

In 1977, a congregational poll documented that the majority of the congregation
was early middle-aged, and slightly liberal in theological outlook. The annual
budget had risen to $25,890. The PCF adopted the (blue) Presbyterian hymnbook
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in that year also. The total Sunday school enrollment was approximately 90, with
an average of 60 students present on Sunday. The youth group was thriving at this
time. A special Committee on Christian Education conducted two sessions of
Parent Effectiveness Training.
The 1978 April General Committee minutes discuss the erection of a new backdrop
(red and tan burlap) and banners for worship, which forced a rotation of the
Sunday services in the Gilbert gym from southward-facing to eastward. [This
rotation was to be reversed, to the original southward direction, in 2009-2010.] By
1978 the PCF had acquired a manse for ministerial housing, and the 1979 AGM
minutes discuss ongoing manse repairs such as replacing windows and painting.
Another newsletter discussed the visit to the PCF of Ron and Chris Klusmeier,
singer/ songwriters in March, 1979.

The Vibrant Times - The 1980s
The early 1980s were a vibrant time in the PCF. AECL was expanding its Pinawa
staff, and this led to an influx of young families with children. But, the times were

Jackie Sturton’s Sunday School Class – Pancake Breakfast for Lent 1983
Children include Gayle Wooster, Jamie Wallace, Brent Simmons.

not without their challenges. Rev. Barker resigned from the PCF, effective 1980
June 30. While the search for a new minister was conducted, Rev. Norman Powell,
a United Church minister living in Beausejour, was a capable interim minister.
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Rev. Richard Corman, of the Presbyterian Church, was hired, and he and his
family arrived in Pinawa by Christmas, 1980.
A new logo for the PCF, featuring symbols from
each of the PCF’s parent denominations, was
developed by the Youth Group in 1981. The red,
upright cross of St. George is an Anglican
tradition, the tongues of fire, Baptist, the dove,
Mennonite, the cross of St. Andrew,
Presbyterian, and the burning bush came from
the United Church.
To quote a 1984 article on the PCF by Rev.
Corman: “A recent congregational referendum
firmly rejected the proposed construction of a
church building; theological conviction about the
church’s existence as the ‘gathering together’ of
PCF Banner1981
believers is strong and deep-running. Free from
the millstones of buildings and property, the PCF has always been both selfsufficient and an active contributor to the mission treasuries of our
denominations.”
In the mid-to-late 1980s, a thriving Junior Choir
was established under the leadership of Mrs. Janet
Melnyk.
A highly successful and well-attended Family
Retreat to Camp Arnes, near Gimli, was held in
the spring of 1986; its success was by no means
diminished by a virulent virus, which swept
through those in attendance.
AECL/Pinawa staffing peaked in approximately
Orville and Isabel Acres,
PCF 20th Anniversary
1985, and slowly declined thereafter. By 1988, the
PCF had begun to experience declining
membership levels and the resulting financial difficulties.
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Until 1987, the PCF had had a January AGM, with the election of new officers at
that time. The congregation then decided that changing officers in the middle of
the September to June year was somewhat disruptive, so decided to switch to a
September to June year for its leadership. This cured one problem, but was

Christmas pageant
quickly observed to cause another. Because the charitable donation tax receipts
that the PCF issued had to follow the calendar year, and also the PCF Treasurer
had to file a Charitable Organization tax return, again for the calendar year, the
Treasurer, in effect, had to start keeping two sets of books. Therefore, by 1990, the
PCF switched to the hybrid system that is still in effect in 2013, to elect officers and
do non-financial business on a September to June basis, but to follow the calendar
year for financial matters.
The 1987 AGM formed a committee to investigate the sale of the PCF manse. The
reasons were two-fold. Firstly, there was, at this time, a growing trend among
church clergy people to want to own their own house and to build up home equity
for their retirement, rather than to reach retirement having lived in congregational
manses for their entire career and then being forced into first time home ownership
for their retirement. Additionally, for the PCF, maintenance and repairs were a
growing concern that would be eliminated with the sale of the manse. A Special
General Meeting was held in 1988 June to ratify the sale of the manse, with the
proceeds of the sale going into a reserved fund, with interest to go towards the
resulting clergy housing allowance.
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Confirmation 1986 – Sarah Walker, Erica Greenstock, Christine Spitz

Rev. Corman, Roger Dutton, Sylvia Reid, Jackie Sturton
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Trevor Gascoyne Baptism 1987

PCF float for 25th Birthday Parade
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Church school picnic

Church school picnic
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Transitions - The 1990s
Rev. Corman left the PCF in the fall of 1990. During the search for a new minister,
Rev. Bob Werry was the principal, interim minister. Then, in September, 1991 Rev.
Robert Ewing, a Presbyterian, accepted a call and became the PCF minister.
In January, 1992, a PCF General Meeting voted
overwhelmingly to buy a lot of land across from
the Pinawa Shopping Centre parking lot. The
Pinawa Roman Catholic congregation, at
approximately the same time, bought the
adjoining lot, across from the gas station. A
Building Committee was established to
investigate church buildings. One option which
received serious attention was to purchase an
available building and have it moved to Pinawa,
but this did not come to pass. Other options
which were studied at various times were to
purchase and renovate the Vanier Teen Centre
into a worship space or to hold worship services
in the Kelsey House south lounge. The
committee also visited several nearby church
buildings to get ideas on current construction
concepts, etc. A designer was contracted to
design a building which would be jointly funded
and used by the PCF and the Roman Catholics.
By the time that the plans were completed,
uncertainties surrounding the future of AECL in
Pinawa, and the resulting layoffs and transfers
away from Pinawa, coupled with complications
getting the required approvals for a joint
Alex Domytrak
building from all of the various parent
denominational organizations meant that the project was never approved and
slowly faded away.
One initiative of Rev. Ewing was to establish ties with the National Shared
Ministries organization. This resulted in the “PCF Story” getting significant,
national exposure as a model for shared ministries. PCF records for 1992 show
that 3 baptisms and 3 funerals were performed. In 1993/94, approximately 30 – 50
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students regularly attended Sunday school. In November of 1993, the PCF held a
celebration of their 30th anniversary, with Rev. Stan McKay, at that time
Moderator of the United Church of Canada, and a long-time friend of the PCF, as
the special guest preacher. In May, 1993, the PCF put on a very successful Coffee
House social event/fundraiser, featuring Simpson’s Folly. In June, 1998, the PCF
organized a concert, with the hilarious “Sisters of the Holy Rock” group.

Mrs. Collings and Bishop Collings, Stephen Cann, Cameron Platford
Teddy Andres, Heather Andres, Chris Ewing, Rob Ewing – Confirmation 1992

Rev. Ewing left the PCF in January, 1995. During the lengthy search for another
minister, pulpit supply/interim ministries were capably supplied by Rev. John
McFarlane, Rev. Jim Stein, and Ms. Deborah Vitt. During 1995, the PCF purchased
an electronic keyboard, to provide more varied music for worship services. New
hymnbooks, Voices United, were purchased in 1999, as were the current, dark
green choir gowns.
Rev. Robert J. Murray (Presbyterian) was called to the PCF in June, 1996, and he
and his family arrived in Pinawa in September, 1996. Rev. Murray has remained
with the PCF to this day (2013).
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Shirley Harding, Keith Mayoh, Barb Andres, Gary Haacke, Rob and Kelly Murray, Bob
McCamis, Roger Dutton, Rob Smith – Interview for a call 1996.

Another highlight, in 1998, had the PCF sponsoring the immigration of a Bosnian
family to Canada and to Pinawa. The family successfully integrated into Canadian
life, and (the parents) still live in Pinawa in 2013.
During the period 1995-1998, Canadian Government reviews of AECL cast a dark
shadow over the future of AECL in Pinawa, over the viability of Pinawa itself, and
over the PCF. New hiring at AECL ceased, young families were either transferred
to AECL sites in Mississauga, or Deep River, Ontario, or left for other
opportunities. Also, many long-standing and faithful PCF families were
transferred east. The result was a much smaller and largely demoralized PCF
congregation. By 1997 and 1998, the PCF was running annual deficits of
approximately $5000, after a 1996 surplus of $3800. The bare-bones 1999 budget
total was $69,050.
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Barb Andres, Betty McCamis, Jackie Sturton, Leny Ohta, Alex Domytrak – farewell evening for
Rich Corman

Glen McGee, Ted Melnyk, Catherine Colotello, Morgan Brown - farewell evening for Rich Corman
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Keith Chambers, Roger Dutton

Easter Morning by the river circa 1998
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The Present PCF - The 2000s to 2013
Although a youth group, called TGIF, which met Fridays after school, existed for a
couple of years in the early 2000s, the Sunday School grew smaller and smaller.
Initially, classes were held for pre-school and very early elementary-aged children,
but soon the Sunday school basically disappeared as a regular feature of worship.
With the lack of new families with young children coming to town, and an aging
population, not only in the PCF and in Pinawa, but Canada-wide, the PCF was
once again transformed. Now, the dominant demographic in the PCF congregation
was snowbirds and retirees.

Rob Murray’s Advent “suitcase story”

In 2003, a new, silver-coloured, satin backdrop was installed, with two new
painted cloth banners – one depicting the PCF logo, and one a nature scene
featuring rocks, trees and water. In 2009/10, the PCF backdrop and banner
supports, etc. were moved so as to rotate the PCF worship service to its original
southward-facing direction. The main motivation for the change was to take
advantage of the better control of the room lighting, with the addition of a
computer-controlled projector and screen to enhance the worship experience. In
2012, new, quilted banners were created and an altered support system was
erected to support them.
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The PCF began holding worship services, approximately monthly, at the Milner
Ridge Correctional Institute, and the Lac du Bonnet and Whitemouth Personal
Care Homes. With the construction of the Ironwood Apartments in Pinawa, late in
this period, outreach to the Ironwood also commenced.
In the late-2000s, with the PCF
building lot still unused, a proposal
was created to use the land for a
combined apartment building and
supportive housing unit for people
on the road to recovery from mental
illnesses. The proposal, called the
Oak Haven Ministry, was submitted
to the Manitoba Government, but
unfortunately has not yet been
approved.
One constant with the PCF (led by
the Senior Choir) for almost all of its
existence, that must be mentioned, is
the custom of hosting, with the
Pinawa Players drama group, a
Christmas Carol and apple cider
event in the Pinawa Shopping Centre
one Saturday morning in December.

Very Reverend Stan McKay, former United
Church Moderator, 40th Anniversary

By the end of the period, the PCF was relatively stable in numbers, and in its
financial status. The annual PCF budget was approximately $100,000, and nearbalanced budgets were achieved. This would mean that the PCF would have
survived for 50 years as a financially self-supporting, single point, multidenominational congregation in a small, rural town in eastern Manitoba. This
remarkable and very unique fact would certainly have surprised that initial group
of future Pinawa residents that held the first meeting 50 long years ago. One can
only wait to see what the next 50 years brings to the Pinawa Christian Fellowship!!
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2012 Good Friday Way of the Cross

Doug Hall, on the first Sunday of our
50th Anniversary year.

Heather Westdal, Barb Remington, Roger Dutton 2013
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Easter Morning Riverside service – circa early 80’s
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Chapter 3
MINISTERS OF THE PCF
by Rob Murray
The Pinawa Christian Fellowship was not created by professional church
employees or clergy. The congregation is the creation of a group of committed
Christian lay people with a vision for their new community. Lay leadership is an
enduring strength of the congregation but, from the beginning, those leaders have
also sought the support and expertise of ordained ministry and have encouraged
members to respond to their own call to a variety of ministries.
One of the first concerns of the new Pinawa Christian Fellowship was to secure
week by week worship leadership from the cooperating denominations. For almost
two years a "Rota" of ministers from the six participating denominations took turns
leading worship in Pinawa. The Anglican and United Churches, having the most
members, provided two services a month with Baptist, Mennonite and Lutheran
pastors covering the other Sundays. Rev. Friebert from the United Church in
Dugald led the first service and Canon Fryer from the Anglican Church in Lac du
Bonnet supplied Sunday worship regularly and also agreed to be "on call" for
pastoral assistance during the week.
By January of 1965 a search committee was active and considering six prospective
candidates from two denominations, United and Anglican. On Sunday, May 9,
1965 a Congregational Meeting accepted the recommendation of the search
committee to call the Rev. Donald R. Ross of the United Church of Canada to serve
as minister. A suitable Manse was rented from AECL at 25 McDiarmid Road and
preparations were made for an installation service on August 11, 1965. Bishop
Hives from the Anglican Church preached and representatives from six
denominations participated.
Having a settled, resident, minister made regular life as a congregation a little
easier. The Rev. Ross presided at the first PCF wedding on July 30, 1966. Garth and
Maureen Mitchell (nee Dobbin) were married in the Elementary School and had a
reception at Kelsey House. Sunday Worship continued to be held in the
Elementary School that is now named for F.W. Gilbert. Fred Gilbert died in August
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of 1966 and his was the first funeral Rev. Ross presided at. There was no cemetery
in town at the time and Rev. Ross presided at just four funerals between 1966 and
1968. During the same period he celebrated 38 baptisms, with a further 10
celebrated by Bishop Hives and other clergy! There was truly a "baby boom" in
those years.
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During Rev. Ross' time as minister there was much discussion about how to
organize worship, and, particularly, how to celebrate communion in a way that
honoured the convictions of the widest variety of people worshipping with the
PCF. Compromises were arrived at that satisfied most, if not quite all, people. On
October 31 of 1965 the congregation celebrated its second Anniversary with a
dinner and an evening service attended by more than two hundred people
presided over by their first minister. Rev. Ross served until 1968 through heady
times of experiment and growth and he willingly and enthusiastically embraced
the ecumenical diversity of the congregation. On April 9 of 1967 he presided jointly
with Bishop Hives at the PCF's first service of confirmation.
Don Ross remembers those days as a time of great excitement and energy with the
community growing every day. He also remembers the "strange" experience of
being almost the only male left behind as "the men" went off to work at "the plant"
leaving "the wives" in town. Eventually, AECL management gave him access to the
plant site as chaplain and he was welcome to join "the men" for lunch. In 1968 Don
left to pursue other calls to ministry. Don is presently retired and "Minister
Emeritus" at Augustine United Church in Winnipeg, the congregation where he
was baptized over seven decades ago.
The congregation was not "vacant" for long. Within less than a year a call had been
extended to an Anglican Priest, the Rev. Brian Gilbertson, who arrived in fall of
1969. Rev. Gilbertson's arrival came soon after the retirement of Anglican Bishop
Hives, and the withdrawal of the Lutherans from the PCF, which occasioned some
anxiety. Bishop Hives had been an early and enthusiastic supporter of the PCF. As
it turned out, Bishop H.V. Stiff was also very supportive of the PCF and the Rev.
Gilbertson soon adapted to the ecumenical nature of the congregation while also
honouring his obligations as an Anglican clergyman. He introduced a 9 am
Eucharist, following the Anglican Order, followed by an 11 am Ecumenical Sunday
worship. During Communion some would receive the individual cup and bread as
they were seated while others came to kneel at "the rail". When he arrived, Rev
Gilbertson observed that "denominational divisions are not a major cause of
division" in the congregation. "Divisions do exist in the P.C.F. but they cut across
denominational lines and are expression chiefly of liberalism as opposed to
conservatism". He also observed that "The P.C.F. does not reach significant
portions of the community. We have no significant ministry to the "nonprofessionals, to young people, to the newly married." Pinawa's baby boom
continued during Rev. Gilbertson's tenure with over fifty baptisms (and only two
funerals) during his four years of ministry here. The main Sunday Service during
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those years often attracted 150 people with as many as 300 attending Lessons and
Carols or the Christmas Pageant.
The Rev. Brian Gilbertson resigned in March of 1973 and the five "parent
denominations" were approached to supply candidates for a call. The Pastoral
Relations Committee moved quickly and two candidates (United and
Presbyterian) were invited to preach in July and August. The Committee
recommended a call be extended to a Presbyterian, the Rev. G. Harvie Barker, and
he was settled in Pinawa by mid September.
The Rev. Barker served for seven years and was an
enthusiastic ecumenical minister. Rev. Barker believed
that the PCF was a model for the wider church and has
continued to support and encourage ecumenical shared
ministries throughout his career. Throughout his time in
Pinawa the Rev. Barker pursued further study at the
Interfaith Pastoral Institute and through Clinical Pastoral
Education. He was interested in the relationships of
church life and wider social issues; helping to prepare a
memorial to the General Council of the United Church
Rev. Harvie Barker
on Nuclear Energy. His wife, Liz, was very active in the
wider community of Pinawa and was a force in the establishment of the Co-op
Nursery School. The population of Pinawa was young (and prolific) during Rev.
Barker's ministry and he conducted almost 60 baptisms during his time here (the
first one when he was visiting to preach for the call!) and almost 30 weddings.
Sadly, of the five funerals he conducted during his ministry in Pinawa, four were
for children or teens, and none was for a person over 30 years of age. Rev. Barker
became a minister of the United Church of Canada
and he and Liz are retired in British Columbia.
When Rev. Barker resigned in May of 1980 the
Pastoral Relations Committee, once again, went to
work quickly. This time they recommended the call
of an American Presbyterian, the Rev. Rich Corman.
Rev. Corman and his family were settled in Pinawa
by November, in time for Christmas services, and he
was formally installed on January 11, 1981. During
Harvie Barker's time in ministry the congregation
had acquired a Manse from AECL. The Cormans,
with their two children, moved into the Manse and

Rev. Rich Corman
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became a part of Pinawa. Rev. Corman earned his Doctorate of Ministry while
serving in Pinawa and the teaching ministry of the church took on a new
importance during his ten years of ministry here. Pinawa was still growing, not
with the intensity of the sixties and seventies, but there were many young families
and lots of energy. The tradition of celebrating the PCF Anniversary in November
with an Agape Feast was begun by the Cormans and in 1988 the PCF celebrated 25
years of ministry. The baby boom continued with Rev. Corman celebrating almost
90 baptisms and 23 weddings.
Rev. Dr. Rich Corman resigned in October of 1990 and for five or six months in
1991 the Rev. Bob Werry of the United Church served as interim minister,
providing Sunday worship and pastoral care. A search committee was gathered
and, less than a year later on September 29, 1991, the Rev. Rob Ewing was inducted
as the PCF's fifth minister. Rev. Ewing was also Presbyterian, having previously
served in Lakefield, Ontario. Rev. Rob Ewing was married to the Rev. Chris Ewing
who, although she was not included in the call, also provided ministry and
leadership during their time here. In the late 80's and early 90's the Whiteshell labs
began to cut back and transfer employees. The community of Pinawa began to
shrink rather than grow. For the first time a PCF minister had almost as many
funerals as baptisms. The congregation was in negotiation to build a joint-use
facility with the Roman Catholic Church in Pinawa but the plans were not working
out even as the community faced difficult times. In November of 1994 Rev. Ewing
went on leave of absence and in January 1995 the pulpit was declared vacant.
With growing uncertainty about the future of the Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment and the community of Pinawa the congregation took some time to
evaluate their next steps. The parent denominations had contributed members to a
Task Force to help during Rev. Ewing's leave of absence. That Committee
suggested a time of interim ministry while the congregation discerned a new
direction. In April of 1995 a search committee was formed and they pursued the
possibility of Interim ministry without success. At the January 1996 AGM they
were given a mandate to search for a full time minister. The search committee
corresponded with dozens of candidates from all the parent denominations and
invited six to visit Pinawa and be interviewed. In June they recommended that a
call be extended to, yet another, Presbyterian. The Rev. Robert Murray with his
wife Kelly and their four children moved from New Brunswick where he had
served for seven years. The Manse had been sold and in recognition of the
uncertainty of the call an offer was made to provide an interest free loan if the
Murrays decided to buy a home in Pinawa. After renting for eight months they
decided to buy a home and the best one available was 25 McDiarmid Road, the
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Rob Murray’s 15th Anniversary as PCF Minister.

original Manse! The next few years were difficult, with many wrenching
transitions, as AECL began the process of decommissioning Whiteshell labs and
made drastic cuts to the workforce. The number of funerals now exceeds the
number of baptisms and weddings by factors of ten - but the congregation thrives
in other ways. As the congregation celebrates its 50 anniversary the Rev. Rob
Murray has been serving here for 16 years. The community has made a transition
from company town to a retirement/resort community with a continuing strong
core of people working in the environmental sciences at the much reduced
Whiteshell labs. Rev. Murray has
enthusiastically entered into the work
of the church and the community.
Over the years he has served on the
committees, courts, and congregations
of three denominations, volunteered
with the ambulance service, served on
the school board, and chaired the
Health Region's Spiritual Care
Advisory Committee.
Rob and Kelly Murray
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A word about ministry would not be complete without mentioning the many
people from the congregation who have been ordained to ministry and service in
all of our parent denominations. Since 1973 the PCF has had a Presbyterian Session
with Elders ordained to service in the congregation. Mrs. Barbara Andres was
commissioned by Bishop Collings as a lay Reader. Phil and Barbara Barnett have
both been ordained Priest in the Anglican Church of Canada, going on to serve
several congregations in Manitoba. David Drake became a minister in the United
Church of Canada. Joye Platford is a minister of the Presbyterian Church in
Canada. After serving charges in Ontario, Alberta and Saskatchewan she has
returned home to Pinawa. While presently without a charge she is recognized by
the congregation and Presbytery as a Minister in Association with the Pinawa
Christian Fellowship. Kathy McCamis, who grew up in the United Church
tradition of the PCF congregation, has served as youth pastor in a Mennonite
Brethren congregation and is presently completing her M.Div.

Rob Murray’s 15th Anniversary- Rob gets the choir excited.
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Memories by Harvie Barker
“Pinawa Experience”
Because my first posting as a minister was to an
ecumenical congregation (a Presbyterian
congregation but serving all Protestants in the
Northern Quebec town of Port Cartier), I was
interested when the Personnel Minister in Toronto
told me about the vacancy in Pinawa, and
eventually accepted a call to be minister of the
PCF congregation.
Looking back on my time there, from 1973-1980, I
Rev. Harvie Barker, Rev. Stan
remember it being a very stimulating experience,
McKay, 1978
and a time of greatest growth in shaping my
ministry. It inspired me to take courses, usually on Mondays, at the University of
Winnipeg’s Faculty of Theology and its Interfaith Institute. The main focus for me
was to strengthen my skills in the areas of pastoral care and counselling. The
coursework continued for me when I moved into a Team Ministry situation at
Carman Pastoral Charge (MB) in 1980, and led to an S.T.M. degree. Even though I
was no longer in an Ecumenical Shared Ministry (ESM) situation, the thesis that I
chose (required for the degree) was on the topic of ESM, studying the dynamics
involved in the life of these special congregations.
During the last two years of my time in Pinawa, I was asked to represent Manitoba
and NW Ontario Conference on the national Inter-Faith & Inter-Church Committee
of the United Church. Among other learnings, it made me aware of the some 60
ESM congregations across Canada. I served for six years on that committee,
extending into my time in Carman.
To show Pinawa has had a lasting effect on me, since I moved to Penticton in 1987
and to Revelstoke in 1995 (both within Kamloops-Okanagan Presbytery), I have
been on an ESM Committee which has given support to these congregations,
including the planning of several events for mutual support. I was also on a B.C.
Inter-faith & Inter-church committee, and one of our projects was the production of
a booklet, A Lively Option: Voices from Shared Ministry congregations. The PCF’s
Jock Guthrie wrote one of the 25 stories in the booklet which was intended to
celebrate the life of ESM congregations. So I think it is fair to say that I have a
passion for ecumenical congregations like the PCF, which nurtured this vision of
unity within me.
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Chapter 4
MUSIC
by Roger Dutton

“Our Musical Heritage”
I wonder if Jesus had a good singing voice! Certainly his church has embraced
music for millennia, with the human voice in chorus being the most cherished. I
sang in an Anglican Church choir as a boy. Although I sang the treble line, I
learned the bass part standing next to my father; I sang the part an octave above
him! I would say that a church without music, worship without song, is like a
house without a family. Such is the case with the PCF. Music in instrument and
song plays a vital role in our church and our worship. We have been blessed for
fifty years with abundance and variety. Our music binds us to each other and to
Jesus.
Shortly after arriving in Pinawa in the spring of 1967 I joined the PCF choir. The
choir was substantial in quantity (I think about 20 voices) and quality. The latter
feature of the choir was a measure of the very impressive musical
accomplishments and leadership of Derek Boase, who had come to Canada in
1966. (During the few
years prior to Derek's
tenure, the choir had
been formed and lead
by Diane Kelly and
Marion Lamb). The
present sound of the
choir owes its heritage
to his skills and
knowledge. From the
outset, Derek nurtured
the choir in the singing
of four part harmony,
Senior Choir 1978
with a focus on the
classical choral music tradition.
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When I joined,
the choir was in
mid-rehearsal of
John Stainer's
“The
Crucifixion”, a 70
minute cantata
written in 1887,
with full four part
harmony and
bass and tenor
soloists. Derek
played the
complex
accompaniment
Senior Choir 1980
on the organ (an
electronic model manufactured in Japan by Roland; later in the early 1970s we
purchased a larger and grander unit manufactured in the USA by the Allen Organ
Company, supplemented even later by a Technics electronic keyboard). Derek had
learned to play classical (i.e. pipe) organ in the UK. I was intrigued by the fact that
Derek also directed the choir, with well- placed nods of his head, from the organ
bench. In my early days when I had song in an Anglican Church choir, my father
had conducted for the choir and the organist. However, Derek's technique worked
splendidly.
We sang the Stainer piece later in a public concert.
The following year, we presented another major
cantata, “Olivet to Calvary” written in 1905 by John
Henry Maunder, for choir and male soloists. In
addition to these major works, Derek prepared the
choir for two consecutive years entry in the Music
Festival competition in Winnipeg. We did rather well,
despite the strong tradition of choral singing in
Manitoba. Also, at the invitation of other
congregations, the choir sang at several other churches
and personal care homes in southern Manitoba and Ontario.

Jane Unsworth 1978

During this time, our church music was also augmented by the organ playing of
Jane Unsworth, Nigel Bannerman, Beryl Briercliffe and Eleanor Dean, together
with piano duets delivered by Caroline Penner and Peggy Lampard.
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At about this time period one of our choir
members, Keith Chambers, came up with the
idea to organize a community Christmas
carol sing in the shopping mall.
Accordingly, he arranged for the Pinawa
Players to provide snacks of candied
popcorn and hot apple cider and the PCF
choir to lead the singing. He was the
enthusiastic conductor (with pitch pipe!) and
he assembled a substantial booklet of carols
from around the world. From the start, this

Gwen Greenstock 1978

was hugely popular with the mall chock-ablock with shoppers and listeners. This
tradition still continues every year.
In the early 1970s, Derek stepped back as
organist and choir director and his position
was taken up for short periods by Marg
McLean and Gwen Greenstock, who played
the organ and directed the choir in the same
fashion of Derek. This arrangement changed
when Glenys Norman-Kukurudz became the
director/conductor of the choir, supported by
a team of organists, including Len La Rue,
Marg McLean and Heather Sagert.

Len LaRue

This continued the tradition of fine choral
music, with prepared anthems being
presented almost every Sunday. A highlight
Derek Boase at the organ
was the concert production of the 45 minute
“Requiem”, composed by Gabriel Faure in
1893 for full choir with soprano and baritone soloists. This, accompanied by Derek
Boase on the piano was well received by the Pinawa audience in the Community
Centre.
A second noteworthy occasion was the choir's choral contribution to a half hour
TV programme on the PCF aired on CKND. This was taped in their Winnipeg
studio and was supported by commentary and reflections by Rev. Richard
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Corman, recorded out-of-doors, in the snow, on the Red River. We also entered
the Winnipeg Music Festival in the church choir category.
In 1984 Glenys stepped aside from the music scene, and Derek Boase agreed to
take over once more as director/organist. He held the musical helm for about two
decades, through the tenure of Rev. Richard Corman, Rev. Rob Ewing and Rev.
Rob Murray. Derek upheld the established norm of quality classical music, while
introducing the occasional more modern pieces; e.g., the sacred music of John
Rutter composed in the 1980s and 90s. When our last remaining tenor, Jock
Guthrie, retired from the back row, the choir became (and remains) a three part
harmony of voices; soprano, alto and baritone. It is interesting to note that much
recent sacred music is offered for these three voices, perhaps recognizing the
ageing limitations of the average church choir.
A musical highlight over this period was responding to a request in 1996 to sing
and play at the ordination and installation of Bishop Gordon Beardy (a Cree priest
from northern Ontario). We travelled to the diocesan cathedral (St. Albans) in
Kenora for this. It was a grand and colourful ceremony. Derek played their pipe
organ and we sang with considerable gusto.
In 2008, recognizing the onset of those
golden years, Derek decided to retire his
position as choir master. The congregation
organized a farewell and thanksgiving in
recognition of his long years of devotion to
the music of the church.
It took 6 people to fill the gap! Thus,
Heather Westdal and Roger Dutton decided
Derek and Thelma Boase, and their
to alternate conducting and organizational
son Philip and daughter Carol
duty, while Barb Remington (keyboard and
organ), Margaret Koroll (keyboard),
Giuliano Sanipelli (accordion) and Jackie Sturton (keyboard) provide
accompaniment on an alternating basis (often accompanied by Rev. Rob Murray
on his guitar). This mix allows, invites, a larger range of music to be introduced in
worship. Although classical sacred music remains a foundation, we strive to
discover the choral music of the new age of modern composers. Fortunately, these
days, the selection task is made a lot easier by the major sacred music publishers
issuing an elaborate catalogue several times a year, complete with a sample CD.
Attending music and worship workshops has also helped enormously and
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exposed us to a huge variety of church music. It has also encouraged us to think
about the interaction between the choir, the instrumentalists, the pulpit and the
congregation. This is important when introducing new hymns, and maintaining a
topical theme for the service.
A recent highlight was the presentation at Christmas time of the folk cantata
`Shepherds Rejoice`` composed by John Wilson in 1968. This included sections of
spoken parts, along with choral and solo pieces.
We were joined by choristers from the Lutheran church for the joint lessons and
carols service. On regular Sundays we strive to sing a prepared anthem at every
worship service. On occasion, this requires an extra rehearsal to our normal
Thursday evening. To this end, we gather at Barb Remington`s house, with a
bottle of Harvey’s Bristol Cream. We are a happy bunch!

PCF Choir carolling at -?°C
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PCF Choir 2013
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Barb Remington 2011

Giuliano Sanipelli at the Riverside
Worship 2013

Margaret Koroll 2013
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Junior Choir
The PCF also featured a successful Junior Choir in the 1970’s and 1980’s. In the late
seventies, young teenage girls, like Tanya and Glenys Sagert, and Tara Rummery,
led the Junior Choir with the help of gifted accompanists such as Jo-Anne
Kukurudz. One leader remembers deciding there was a God, after her erstwhile
charges who had been misbehaving in rehearsal, focused in front of the
congregation and sang sweetly and even on key. In the mid-to-late 1980’s the
Junior Choir thrived under the leadership of Janet Melnyk.

Junior Choir: Erin Bigelow, Robin Attas, Heather Andres, Scott Reid,
Donna Bigelow, Jennifer Cribbs, Kendra Cann, Teddy Andres, ?
Butterworth, Meghan Mayoh, Hayley Merritt

Junior Choir 1978:
(back) Lynn Ewing, Craig Johnson, Lorraine Bell, Erin Banks, Joanne
Kukurudz, Heather Sagert, Heather Barker,
(middle) Eric Smith, Tara Rummery, Eleanor Brown, ?, ?
(front) David Styles, Rachel Dutton, Amanda Ewing, Melissa
McDowell, Tammy Ewing
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Chapter 5
Missions Outreach
by Dennis Cann

“Love Your Neighbour as Yourself” –
Mission Outreach by the PCF
The Pinawa Christian Fellowship has generously supported Mission outreach
beyond the congregation from the beginning. It has done this in four ways: 1)
through support of the Mission programs of its parent churches; 2) through
directed giving to specific Mission Projects; 3) through givings as marked under
Missions on collection envelopes or PAR forms; and 4) through direct hands-on
involvement. Some of the outreach through the years in the latter two areas is
described here.
The givings under “Missions” have typically been in the order of 5% of the total
givings of PCF members. A Missions subcommittee decides on the disbursement
of these funds each year basing their allocations on identified ongoing and
emergency local, national and international needs. Many PCF members have
served on the Missions committee through the years and Missions convenors have
included Andrew Whyte, Sharon Taylor, Hilda Young, Judy Platford, Shirley
Pellow, Jackie Sturton, Morgan Brown, Anne Domytrak, Steve Sheppard, Guiliano
Sanipelli, Scott Wooster, Barb Lambert and Dennis Cann.
The PCF has had a Mission connection with First Nation communities and
organizations from its early days perhaps partly because of an interest in Native
Americans by PCF’ers of British origin. This connection resulted in three major
hands-on Mission projects: Fort Hope church construction, an Interfaith Centre in
Winnipeg and a multiyear exchange with Little Grand Rapids First Nation. These
are described in detail in separate sections. Other hands-on projects have included
the collection and delivery of clothing for Koostatak and Little Grand Rapids First
Nations as well as Winnipeg Inner City Missions (Flora House and Anishinabe
Fellowship Centre) which serves Aboriginal individuals and families in the inner
city. In addition to ongoing financial support, Winnipeg Inner City Missions has
also been the recipient of cookies for their youth programs and, recently,
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concentrated soup packets for Sunday worship. Missions has supported the Sandy
Saulteaux (Dr. Jessie Saulteaux) Centre, home of the Aboriginal Theological and
Ministry Training Program of the United Church of Canada for many years and
contributed funds to the Rosseau River Children’s Centre.
Internationally, Missions has focussed on disaster and humanitarian relief
primarily by disbursements to parent church aid and development programs. In
1968 money was sent for Biafra Relief and the Leprosy Mission was supported in
the early years. Funds were also sent to help Middle East refugees, people
suffering from famines in the Sudan, the Horn of Africa and the Sahel, and victims
of earthquakes in Pakistan and Haiti, hurricanes in the Caribbean and Louisiana,
and the tsunami in Southeast Asia. The PCF has also funded the improvement of
farming methods in Africa through the Canadian Food Grains Bank, an aid
organization supported by all our parent denominations, and the education of girls
in Afghanistan. Three families and a church in Kenya have been recipients of
Mission funds to help with their particular needs while in 2012 Bruce and Maureen
Williams directed the use of PCF donated funds for food, soccer balls and desks for
orphanages and schools in Tanzania. Finally, in cooperation with the Sunday
school two acres of Amazon Rain Forest were purchased for preservation through
the World Wildlife Fund. Nationally, Missions has helped flood victims in New
Brunswick, and gave money to the Red Cross and Mennonite Disaster Services for
Manitoba’s Flood of the Century in’97.
Adequate food has been a major focus for PCF Missions. Financial donations to
area food banks are made annually and food collections have been organized
annually for the Beausejour or the Lac du Bonnet Food Banks. Contributions have
also been made to Agape Table in Winnipeg, Saint Matthews Maryland
Community Ministry and the High School’s World Vision 30 Hour Famine Project.
A major project of the PCF jointly with other Pinawa churches for many years has
been the Interfaith and Christmas Hampers containing food, clothing and toys
assembled for needy families in the area. PCF support, both from Missions and
directed givings, has also been given to the MCC Pork Canning Project in Winkler
to produce protein-rich food to be sent where needed around the world.
Support for Christian education has been another focus of PCF Missions. This has
been in the form of bursaries for ministerial candidates, support for teens at
Christian camps and disbursements to the Prairie Christian Training Centre and
Camp Prescawa. Ministerial candidates supported include congregation members
Phil Barnett, David Drake, Joye Platford, and Kathy McCamis and Debra Vitt, a
visiting pulpit supply minister. Missions helped Robert Haacke and Heather
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Andres attend Pioneer Camp and Amy Smith to attend Camp Arnes. The PCF also
supported the Eastern Manitoba Literacy Council and paid the shipping costs for
English language material for the Walkers in Czechoslovakia where they were
teaching English as second language. Recent support for the Internet hosting of
lectionary puzzles also falls in this area.
Through the years Mission outreach within Pinawa has changed as the town has
aged. In the early years PCF’ers helped with the formation of the Pinawa
Cooperative Nursery School and the development of the Teen Centre. For many
years there were Newcomers’ Coffee Mornings sponsored jointly with other
Pinawa churches to extend a friendly hand to the many wives and children
arriving in Pinawa as the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment expanded.
In more recent years pastoral care at the hospital and congregational care for
seniors living in their homes has been emphasized.
Other areas of Mission outreach have been visiting inmates at both Milner Ridge
Provincial Jail and at Stony Mountain Penitentiary and support for the Gospel
Echoes western Canada prison ministry. Support has also been given to Women’s
Shelters in Winnipeg and Steinbach, both financially and by the donation of handmade quilts and to the Survivor’s Hope Crisis Centre for their educational and
sexual assault support programs.
Pinawa and, in particular, the Pinawa Christian Fellowship has been generous in
its support of the less fortunate throughout its first 50 years and it plans that such
support will continue as long as the Fellowship exists.

Fort Hope Project
by Roger Dutton

Background
I arrived in Pinawa from the UK in January 1967. In the spring I ordered a cedar
strip/red canvas canoe from the Eatons catalogue. That summer I learned how to
paddle it across a lake, or down a rapid river. It fulfilled the romantic boyhood
dreams of emulating the adventures of native Indians among Welsh hills and
vales.
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Harry Ernest Hives came to Canada from the UK in 1912. As an ordained
Anglican priest, he worked for many years with northern native aboriginal people,
became fluent in their language and published a book on Cree grammar. Maybe
this fulfilled his boyhood dream. He became the fourth Bishop of the Keewatin
Diocese in 1954 (it is an interesting case of geographical symmetry to observe that
Bishop Hives was now overseeing a territory whose land area exceeded his
birthplace, the UK). This is the Anglican Diocese of the PCF; it was Bishop Hives
who spearheaded the formal recognition of our ecumenical congregation in 1963.
This sense of extended outreach of the church included his novel vision of an
aircraft ministry, utilizing priest-pilots to serve the scattered northern missions
among First Nations people. The first (of two) aircraft was purchased in 1965.
With the acquisition of these planes the church had moved into the realm of
modern transportation which replaced the previous dog-team and canoe. One of
the priest-pilots was the Rev. Gerald Kaye, originally from the UK (and no doubt
realizing a boyhood dream!).

Fort Hope Project
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Fort Hope Project

In October 1967, during a visit to the PCF, Bishop Hives gave an overview of his
Aircraft Ministry concept and made specific reference to the missionary outreach
at the Fort Hope community in Northern Ontario, as an illustrative example. At
that time, the incumbent missionary priest at Fort Hope was the Rev. Gerald Kaye.
Fort Hope, with a population of about 1000, is situated on the north shore of Lake
Eabamet, about 360 km north of Thunder Bay. The name Fort Hope was adopted a
long time ago when the fur trade was booming in Northern Ontario. The Hudson
Bay Company built a trading post in 1890 on the south shore of the lake, where the
Albany River enters the lake. In 1898 the first Anglican Church (and a companion
Roman Catholic Church) was built close to the trading post, and a small
community of Ojibway speaking people began to develop, now known as Old Fort
Hope, or Old Bay. In 1905 the James Bay Treaty #9 was signed and in 1931 the Fort
Hope Reserve #64 was established. (In 1985 the community changed their name to
Eabametoong First Nation.)
The trading post was abandoned in the early 1960s and a decision was made to
build a new town across the lake on the north shore. Accordingly, the Department
of Indian Affairs installed a lumber mill to facilitate a large building program.
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Fort Hope Project

By 1967, many houses, administration offices and a school (to replace the
Residential School system) had been constructed. The large Anglican community
planned to build a new church and proceeded to raise money for this ambitious
project. The Diocese of Keewatin decided they would contribute to this program
by purchasing and shipping a do-it-yourself pre-cut log kit for building a manse
which would also accommodate offices and meeting rooms – a complex named the
“Mission House”, with a total floor area of 13,000 sq ft. The total package was
shipped in over the winter ice-road. Understandingly, the blueprints and
instructions were quite complex, each machine log having to be positioned in its
appointed place according to a rigorous master plan. Who might help with this
construction project, Bishop Hives wondered? Aloud! Hmmm....
The inner sanctum workings of the PCF began to hum. We decided to send a crew
of volunteers to Fort Hope to help with the construction work in the summer of
1968. Accordingly, the inevitable organizing committee was mustered to
transform words into action. The committee immediately recognized the potential
within such a venture to benefit our own congregation through active
participation. Here was the opportunity to plan and budget our resources to meet
a realistic and worthwhile need; here was the opportunity of breaking our
sometimes insular outlook and extending our fellowship to the neglected members
of our society. This was a big mission outreach project, a major undertaking for
our congregation. I was on that committee.
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In order to involve as many people as possible, it was decided to diversify our
travel arrangements and travelling companions. To this end, two work parties
were organized, the first to travel in by canoe and out by bush plane, the second to
travel both ways by air. It turned out that members of the two parties included
nine teenagers, a United Church minister, research scientists, members of other
congregations, a teacher, an atheist and a Hindu.

The Canoe Brigade
My main involvement was with the canoe party. In 1967/68, I had initiated a
Youth Group. This comprised a group of 20 – 30 teenagers, many from the PCF
but many also not affiliated with our congregation. We met weekly, with a loose
agenda of coffee, guitars, rock and roll and talk (at 26 I wasn't much older than
they were!) Nine of them volunteered for the canoe trip. These were: David
Robertson, Fred Robertson, John Hammond, John Putnam, Carol Putnam, Danny
Barnesdale, Joanne Hart, Del Dunford and Allan Green. Supervision would be
provided by three adults: Bob Hollies, Jim Putnam, and Roger Dutton. That
makes 12 people altogether, split into four canoes with three people apiece.
The logistics of
planning the
canoe trip were
substantial.
People, canoes
and supplies
had to be driven
to Osnaburgh
Lake, just south
of the town of
Pickle Lake, a
distance of
about 600 km
from Pinawa.
Accordingly, a fleet of station wagons (remember them?), drivers and well
wishers, was organized. This lake was essentially the start of the Albany River
(which finishes at James Bay). Fort Hope lay over 160 km downstream
(downstream through the Canadian wilderness!). This distance, and many
evenings of map inspection to assess the number of portages, suggested we would
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be paddling for five days. Consequently, a rather large cargo of non-perishable
food (which worked out to 180 very large meals, fuel, for 12 ravenous voyageurs
over five days) was collected. This, together with tents, sleeping bags, cooking
equipment and personal gear, amounted to a large pile of freight to be paddled
and portaged.
At the end of the drive to the Albany River, a lot of time was spent loading the
canoes and allocating duties and responsibilities to everyone. Bob Hollies was
assigned the Captain of the whole crew and adventure. He, in consultation with
Jim Putnam would decide on detailed route finding, particularly with regard to
whether rapids would be paddled or portaged. (Bob and Jim were the only
members of the party who had extensive wilderness canoeing experience.) Carol
and Joanne were appointed as camp cooks. My primary duty was the trip
photographer and carrier of the cigarettes (many adults and teenagers smoked in
those days!). With the lack of waterproof packaging, it was a challenge to keep
these items dry throughout the journey. Consequently, my canoe was afforded the
privilege of entering the rapids last. Thus, from behind, I could observe the
water/rock hazards that offered the greatest problems, and steer appropriately.
On many (perhaps most!) rapids, I shot past overturned canoes and thrashing
bodies (life jackets were compulsory). In an article written for the Anglican
newspaper, the teenagers wrote “As in many canoe trips like this one, we had our
ups and downs and occasional upside downs”. Actually, the lack of adequate
waterproofing (essentially plastic garbage bags) and the numerous canoe tippings,
resulted eventually in wet sleeping bags, which later became a major problem (see
below). Likewise, we lost some essential gear in the rapids and much of our large
supply of bread became wet and mouldy. Fortunately, we had no major damage
to any of the canoes, but I realized why the planning team had insisted on packing
many rolls of duct-tape.
Of course, some of the rapids could not be run. Sometimes we could find an old
portage, but mostly we had to hack out our own portages. Having three people
per canoe meant that we could do most portages in a single carry. In contrast, on
the third day, we entered Miminiska Lake, about 15 km long. A strong westerly
wind came up behind us so we rafted the canoes together and erected a makeshift
sail. We made a record 30 km stretch that day, with little paddling effort. It was
warm, the sun shone bright and strong. That evening we camped in an idyllic
setting on a sandy beach beside the lake. However, overnight it started to rain.
The weather had changed drastically. The temperature dropped, the cold wind
blew, the sun clouded over and a saturating rain fell. No shelter in a canoe, no
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shelter in the dripping bush, no shelter in a wet tent and soaking sleeping bag. In
the morning, at lunch time and in the evening it was very difficult to get a decent
fire going to warm up cold and tired bodies. Cigarettes sputtered out. Food (e.g.,
loaves of bread) was in short supply. I have no photographs of those couple of
days. A forlorn, dripping teenager, regretting leaving the most waterproof jacket
at home, is a sad sight.
On the fifth day, in the rain, we paddled up the short waterway that joined Lake
Eabamet to the Albany River. We had to paddle upstream over this section (when
it rains, Lake Eabamet is a source of water for the Albany River), with a heavy
wind in our face. When we arrived at the lake we could see Fort Hope on the far
(northern) shore (about 5 km across the lake). However, the wind had produced
metre-high waves on the lake. One canoe tried to cross but was swamped. We
had to regroup. We were in bad shape. We were hungry. We built a fire, but it
just smouldered. One of the teenagers, blue with cold, beyond shivering, started to
undress. He was obviously suffering from hypothermia. Things were getting
worse. What to do?
As we put our heads together and discussed options (including warming up the
hypothermic teen), I remembered a phone call (radio phone!) we had had with
Gerald Kaye. In passing he had mentioned crossing the lake each morning to visit
the (New!) Fort Hope. He and his wife must live on our side of the lake! Despite
the fact that “our” side of the lake was over 10km long, I asked for a volunteer to
join me in a search for his house. We thrashed through the bush at the edge of the
lake, going west (a logical choice from the map). After an hour or so, we came to a
clearing. There was the house! Was anyone home (it was late afternoon)? I
remember the odd feeling inside of me as we crossed to the house and knocked on
the door. “Hello, my name is ........we have arrived from Pinawa.........our canoe
party is.....” Gerald hiked back with us and we moved everyone over to his house
(the canoes were towed over to Fort Hope the next day). The Kayes had dry
firewood and a stack of canned food. We dried out and feasted that night. A
flotilla of power boats ferried us across the lake the following morning.
The weather had now improved markedly. The sun shone and the temperature
rose. We set up camp adjacent to the site reserved for the manse. This site was
centrally located in the community at an elevated position overlooking the truly
magnificent (and now peacefully calm) Lake Eabamet. Work was just commencing
on the church situated nearby. On one side of us the local natives were busily
constructing their brand new modern homes whilst on the other side they were
still living in the usual white canvas tents or the more serviceable log cabins, with
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even the odd traditional birch bark teepee dotted about. A complete contrast; the
birth of a new awareness, new habits, new colours, replacing old skills and ageless
rustics.
Despite the interminable rain, the foundations (a grid of 50 cm diameter logs set
into 1 m deep holes in the clay) for the manse steadily emerged from the mud.
This was a time and energy consuming task as considerable care had to be taken to
ensure the dimensions and alignments were correct. We were aided in this work
by the Rev. Kaye's father, who with his wife, had come over from Britain for most
of the summer months to help their son. There were also of course the eager hands
of the local teenagers who were perpetual visitors and inquisitive onlookers at our
campsite.
The social mixing of our teens and the Fort Hope teens was understandably slow
at first but soon improved when the universal similarities of fashion interests and
school teachers became self apparent. The band of friendship was firmly
established when the Fort Hope baseball team thrashed our boys at a friendly
game in their school grounds. The happy victors were invited back to our
campsite to sit around the camp fire and eat toasted marshmallows whilst singing
the latest hit parade songs. A guitar was produced and passed around for an
extempore exchange of playing technique to the accompaniment of youthful wit
and considerable laughter. This was a most enjoyable and most memorable
evening.
A typical day for us would start at 7:00am. The next hour would be spent in
rousing the cooks, an operation that inevitably presented some considerable
difficulty. Having publicly announced our pressing hunger, we were eventually
fed and commenced labour at about 8:00 am. Except for coffee breaks and lunch,
we worked until supper time after which the evening was usually free. This gave
us some time to explore the village, practice our few Ojibway words, mix with the
people as best we could and eat chocolate bars at the local free trader store.
During the day I would down tools and sneak off for an hour or two to take
photographs.
After five days spent in this way, we had completed the foundation, placed the
main beams and joists into position and nailed the floor boards into place. It was
time to go home and make way for the second party to continue the project. Our
homeward journey was by chartered bush plane. We spent a day and a night in a
hotel at Pickle Lake while we waited for the Pinawa pick-up crew to drive us out.
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Thus we emerged from the heart of the bush tired, dirty and happy. A new and
vast unedited, unordered, collection of impressions and experiences bound up
inside us awaiting our further deliberation for months and years to come. Was our
mission successful, can we judge the usefulness and importance of our
contribution? One thing I know for sure, we exchanged a small portion of our
lives with our friends at Fort Hope. Certainly it contributed strongly to my
understanding of our First Nations' history, culture and politics.

The Second Group
The second, fly-in, group consisted of our (first) PCF Minister (United Church of
Canada), Rev. Don Ross, together with congregational members Dick Meeker,
Dennis and Carolyn Penner, supplemented with two interested Pinawa residents,
Rao Puttagunta and Jerry Smee. At the end of their week stay, the Mission House
walls and roof beams had been put in place.

Church Pews
As mentioned above, the construction of the Fort Hope Anglican Church (St.
James) was taking place close to the manse. This was completed by 1970. In the
interim, Bishop Hives resigned his post in 1969 and the 5th Bishop of Keewatin,
Hugh Stiff was elected to office. In the summer of 1970, Rev. Gerald Kaye
telephoned me with the request that the PCF consider providing 30 prefabricated
pews for the new church. The General Committee agreed to fund this project.
Gerald mailed to us an ingenious set of blueprints which allowed the pews'
interlocking components to be cut out of 1 inch plywood. Accordingly, we placed
a huge plywood order with Osis Lumber in Lac du Bonnet (who graciously
supplied it at cost). A work-crew over many winter evenings cut out the parts on a
band saw in Bob Hollies' garage. The PCF arranged for the shipping of the whole
package to Sioux Lookout, from whence it was sent via winter road to Fort Hope.
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Footnote
At the completion of the Fort Hope project, the PCF continued to seek out suitable
mission projects. As a result, for several summers a work-crew travelled regularly
to Winnipeg to help renovate the so-called Interfaith Centre in the North End.
This was a drop-in centre for inner core youth. The work consisted of maintenance
repairs, painting, etc. This venture was probably the genesis of the PCF's
association with Flora House.
An attempt was also made to contribute to Mental Health Services. To this end,
we had extensive discussions with the staff at the mental health hospital in Selkirk.
A delegation from the PCF spent a full day touring the facility and exploring
possible involvement with the mental health workers. It became apparent that it
was not feasible for a group of volunteers to contribute meaningfully with the
patients in such a specialized hospital setting.
Such hunting for a major outreach/mission project eventually led to the Little
Grand Rapids project, written up below.

Little Grand Rapids
By Dennis Cann
“I was a stranger and you welcomed me...”
The Pinawa-Little Grand Rapids Exchange Project 1972-78
In 1972 one hundred and ninety kilometers of forest and lakes and a chasm in
culture separated the nuclear research town of Pinawa, from the Anishinaabe First
Nation community of Little Grand Rapids. On a suggestion from the Manitoba
Indian Brotherhood, the Pinawa Christian Fellowship arranged for a group of
Pinawa teenagers to spend July visiting this isolated community. The
Brotherhood’s aim was to build a bridge of human contact and friendship between
these teenagers and young Indian students so that when the students left home to
attend schools "out south" they might find the unfamiliar white world a bit less
alien and forbidding. The PCF was a good choice to be involved in this, based on
its interaction with First Nations groups during its previous Fort Hope project.
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Daily life in Little Grand Rapids. Photos by Derek Owen
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The initial plan was get to Little Grand Rapids by canoeing down the Berens River
from northwest Ontario. On June 30th 1972, a group of teens and adult
supervisors with their canoes and supplies were driven to Kirkness Lake near the
town of Red Lake. They started with enthusiasm the next morning but after
spending the day cutting and struggling over multiple portages along a tributary
of the Berens River with no end in sight and with two of the canoes already
leaking, the leaders decided they didn’t have sufficient resources to make the
journey and the canoe trip was aborted. A subsequent meeting in Pinawa decided
that it was more important for the teens to be at LGR than how they got there and
arrangements were made to fly in by bush plane. On July 5’th the first flight left
from Silver Falls carrying Don and Karen Greig (supervisors) and teens Diana
Sochaski, Frances Barber, Danny Grabkee, Jim Duncan and Adrian Hatcher.
Further flights brought in the remaining teens Dean Murray, John Copps, Linda
Jackson, Laurie Naylor, Sally Gilbertson, Brad McCormac, David Allwright and
Dennis McFarlane. The supervisors generally stayed for a week and Don and
Karen gave way to Marion Stewart, Ruth Dobbin and a student minister John
Ostler, followed by Stan and Gladys Hatcher and finally Jim Putnam and Andy
Whyte.
Simeon, an African hired to teach English to Indian adults, and a number of Indian
children welcomed the visitors and led them to a large teachers’ residence in which
they chose to billet themselves. Things were not quite like home. Facilities
included an indoor pail toilet (the outhouses were initially unusable), water (add
eight drops of Javex to 2 gallons) carried by hand from the lake, a two element hot
plate for cooking and a broken washing machine that was later made operable
with ingenuity by Brad McCormac. The Neufelds, local Mennonite missionaries,
offered to store food in their refrigerator until a new refrigerator arrived in a few
days from Indian affairs. An electric stove sent at the same time couldn’t be used
because the wiring wasn’t sufficient.
The "Pinawa Kids" lost no time settling in and getting acquainted with the
community. At the Band Hall for Arts and Crafts or weekly movie, at the
Saulteaux church service Sunday morning, or the all-age baseball games most
evenings, the two groups mingled and made friends. Rock and roll dances at the
Trader's store and late night Rummy and Fish sessions in the residence parlor
became popular with the Indian boys and girls. The Pinawa kids rotated
household chores, swam and fished in beautiful Family Lake near their doorstep,
formed work bees to improve community facilities and absorbed the atmosphere
of a place where tempo and outlook was different and all residents belonged to a
tolerant extended family. The Indian people probably shared a chuckle when
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recalling the good natured fun on the baseball field and the time that Gordon
Keeper, the husky native community worker, tossed the young Scots minister,
John Ostler into the lake - corduroys, sweater and all! Two of the boys were even
part of the bucket brigade fighting a house fire one evening.
The original plan was for the teens and some of their new friends to leave LGR by
canoeing down the Berens River to Lake Winnipeg and then by car to Pinawa.
However, some of the men at LGR pointed out the dangers on the river and none
of the LGR teens could come to Pinawa at this time so it was decided everyone
would fly out again at the end of July. When the young visitors left for home they
received a warm send-off and invitations to "come back next year" and many
wanted to return. Seven LGR teens did come to Pinawa the following March for a
week to visit with their friends.
After the program was launched in 1972 there were many discussions of how to
structure the program to attract the participation of Pinawa teens and to impart
some beneficial influence on the community of Little Grand Rapids. No consistent
structure was found; it changed from year to year with the visits to and from the
community, but there were no problems attracting participants on both sides, and
there was never time to be bored. The participants in both communities at large
generated the interactions and the shared activities and the 'getting to know you'
phenomenon happened on both sides. Pinawa area teens and adults continued to
travel to LGR each summer for six years to continue the friendships and
interactions and many LGR teens spent time in Pinawa including some who
attended school in Pinawa while billeted with Pinawa families. At Pinawa, they
had picnics, barbecues, trips to the zoo and tours of the nuclear plant. One year,
Andy Whyte took a group of teens and their leader on a tour of the prairies visiting
Indian reserves with advanced community development programs or unique
community industries.
Beside the families who participated in the 1972 visit many other Pinawa area
people visited LGR in subsequent years. Some of these include members of the
Meeker, Von Massow, Whyte, Barnsdale, Dutton, Falle, Plunkett, Owen, Ewing,
Taylor, Acres, Banks, Wiggins, Smith and Henschell families. Some of the families
billeting Little Grand teens in Pinawa for days or school terms included the
Meekers, Greens, Wallaces, Duttons, Whytes, Stewarts, Hancoxs, Banks and Acres
while Bob Hollies was a key Pinawa organizer. Funds for the exchange came from
the Little Grand Rapids band, the Pinawa Christian Fellowship, Pinawa's Roman
Catholic congregation, the Pinawa Lions Club, the United Church's Manitoba
Conference and the Manitoba government.
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The exchange lost impetus and enthusiasm by 1979 although one LGR teen
attended school in Pinawa into the early 80’s. The need also lessened with the
construction of an all grades school at LGR around this time. But if warm human
contact meant anything it was worthwhile. Many of the participants from Pinawa
considered it a very memorable experience.
Marion Stewart one of the adult supervisors wrote the following about her
experience:
“In mid July 1972 l spent a week at L.G.R, a Saulteaux Indian Reserve 150 or so
miles north of Winnipeg. Our Church's summer mission project was a four-weeklong visit by a dozen or so 14& 15year olds who went primarily to get acquainted
with the local people. The M.l.B. is particularly concerned about the community as
it is very isolated & the failure rate of kids going 'out' to school is painfully high.
They had an idea it might help the young Indians orientation if they could meet
ordinary whites with no axes to grind. Our group was billeted in a good-sized
empty R.C. teacher's residence under the supervision of a different pair of adults
each week. The kids were pretty good about doing their own chores although like
all teenagers they needed a bit of chasing. They certainly did what was expected
of them in getting acquainted. They played ball with the men, had dances with the
younger fry; played cards with all sizes and did a few repairs and building
projects. The Indians were quite receptive after their initial hesitation & seemed to
be quite disarmed and cordial through most of the visit. Drunkenness, mostly due
to homemade “bean juice", was a serious problem in the community. It's hard to
make any objective valuation of what was accomplished by the visit, but it
certainly widened the white’s acquaintance with Indian Affairs and its problems. I
think we all enjoyed it much more than expected. The scenery and atmosphere
were lovely- also interesting and fun. It was really quite an adventure.”
Andy Whyte, a supervisor for a number of years, remembers when he took his
wife Nora and new daughter Ruth to L.G.R:
“A strong memory we have of our own family's visit to Little Grand in 1974 is of
the reception that our two-month old daughter Ruth experienced upon our arrival
there and subsequently. Immediately upon our arrival she disappeared into the
very kind and safe care of Paul Keeper's wife (and subsequently passed among
other doting village ladies) while we unloaded the aircraft and settled into our
accommodation in the school. In subsequent years Ruth identified other similar
encounters (e.g. in Africa) as life-defining moments for her, but we think that her
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reception in Little Grand Rapids started her off as a 'world citizen'. Some of my
own best memories of Little Grand Rapids are of the respect I developed for
Winston Keeper as Chief and later band manager, with whom I corresponded for a
few years after those visits.”
Pam Meeker, her sisters and father visited L.G.R in 1973 and ’74. Pam’s writes
about her experience as follows:
“My memories and thoughts about a couple of magical summers spent at Little
Grand Rapids on behalf of Pinawa Christian Fellowship. I am grateful for the
opportunity to cast back in time to my time spent there. Looking at the photos
provided and reading the journals kept by PCF chaperones brought me such
pleasure, especially being able to read my Dad’s thoughts about his experience.
Imagine being asked if you wanted to go on this awesome canoe trip up North and
spending time on a remote reserve far removed from your own way of life. We
were offered to visit God’s country as my Dad would call it. A group of teens and
adults headed off on an adventure of a life time. I missed the canoe trip but joined
the group later. My family enjoyed several visits up there over a couple of
summers and it changed our lives in a couple of ways.
As kids, we didn't consider ourselves rich but we knew we were well provided for.
We also knew that our parents went to work, came home, fed us, and made sure
we were safe. On the Reserve the children were raised as a village, not within a
household and the older kids kept the younger kids in line. Most of their parents
(fathers) worked seasonally and even though LGR was a dry reserve, there was a
lot of drinking. There probably was alcohol abuse in my own town but I just
didn’t see it in my little world or house. The young kids smoked and drank like
adults. We spent a couple of nights up there looking after kids who plundered
their parents liquor made from white beans called bean juice. I did not like the
frenzy over alcohol that I witnessed up there as I was raised in a social drinking
family but I also saw the seduction of a once-proud people by white man's poison
and felt empathy too.
Going to LGR as a 15-year old, the primitive lifestyle shocked me because I
thought every Canadian was just like me. Most of them were hauling water and
cooking over woodstoves. No phones except for the general store and McRae's
trading post (from where an inordinate amount of navy white beans was supplied
to the people so they could make liquor on a “dry” reserve).
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I envied them their knockabout lifestyle as I was raised to thrive in the outdoors;
fishing, sledding and camping my whole life. They lived on Indian time, as we
came to call it. They used to whistle at the Northern Lights and I swear the lights
heard and danced for them. They would strip down to their gitch and swim
whenever they felt like it. And could they catch fish! They'd pull up to the dock
and fetch Dad and off they'd go, hell bent for leather to a secret fishing hole. They
had my Dad, who considered himself the Great White Hunter/Fisherman, in awe
because they never came home without a haul. Boats were the only form of
transportation between sites on the Reserve and they drove like maniacs. No
lifejackets either. We felt so risky. If they had us in the boat, they'd go full tilt right
at the dock and cut the motor at the very last minute so as not to crash into it. We
became quite good at not acting scared because that would just egg them on. I
have never met a group of people who laughed so openly and often, especially at
someone else's expense.
It was not unusual to wake up in the morning with various LGR teens sleeping in
our dorm rooms. They would sneak in without a sound at night and bed down. I
think they were as fascinated with us as we were with them. The boys wandered
about free from sun up till sun down while the girls were kept under closer wraps,
probably to help their mothers with younger siblings and housework. The women
were very shy around our guys but opened their hearts and homes to us girls. A
woman named Jemima (there is a picture of her beading) took to my sister Shelley
and gifted her with one of the most beautifully beaded necklaces I have ever seen.
Hanging with teenagers who talked quite openly about their lives gave us some
insight as to the hierarchy of band life, family life and expectations for their
futures. Some couldn't wait to get off the Reserve and some seemed to accept that
they would probably live there their whole lives. Unfortunately, most of them
were already in the welfare cycle a couple of generations and thought they were
owed that for what the white men did decades past. No one is ever going to win
the “how long do we have to pay for our treaty history?” question. This I know,
we are still paying and so are the First Nations people.
On one of our last nights there, the PCF adults organized a BBQ sponsored by the
air line that we had given so much business to and the band put on a drum dance.
We were so disappointed that the whole band couldn’t participate because the
Mennonite missionaries that had converted a part of the population forbid
dancing. It was one of the negative experiences with me regarding how White
Man’s religion had affected the First Nations people.
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After one of the summers, my dad took to a little fellow named Patrick. Patrick
had lost his Dad that Spring and my Dad was a magnet for little kids, Patrick being
one of them. We ended up bringing him home with us at the end of our visit and
he stayed for about a month, until his Mum needed him at home. He had grown
up in boats and planes but did not know how to open our station wagon door or
turn off his bedroom light at night.
We also took in Nelson Keeper who was a 15 year old and had taken a shining to
my Dad. He was getting into a little trouble up there and not attending school.
When he stood before a judge he declared that Dick Meeker would take him in and
make sure he went to school. My parents did just that. We had a wonderful
winter with a brother that us four girls hadn’t had before. And he learned that
being a boy didn’t exclude him from household chores. We, as a family, had to
accept the fact that the kids who we took in kept choosing reserve life over all the
opportunities we were offering. Nelson was good with us all winter but he missed
his siblings and friends up there. He came very honestly to my parents in the
spring and said that he wanted to go home after school was over. My parents had
come to love him very much and were sad to see him go but they understood the
draw he felt. My parents (mostly my Mum) worked him like a dog with
homework and he passed Grade 9 before he went home. He stayed a part of our
lives, dropping in when he could over the years. He asked my Dad to be best man
at his wedding but Dad was too ill with cancer at the time. As a man, he told my
folks that he realized that the year he spent with our family changed his life for the
good and they sure appreciated hearing that. He told me that my mother
impressed upon him the power of education and he never forgot that.
When his son Aaron was getting into the same kind of trouble that Nelson had a
generation before, he sent him to live with my sister Pat in Regina where he lived
off and on for three years. So, the LGR project extended 2 generations. Nelson
used his treaty opportunities to buy a fishing lodge on Family Lake and became a
successful business man. He is now a councillor with his band. He has done well
considering he is part white which is a whole different prejudice experience. Add
to that the fact that his mother moved off the reserve and left her five children to be
raised by an alcoholic father. He made good decisions about how much alcohol
was going to affect his life.
I was recently asked what effect my experience at LGR had on my view of First
Nations people and I have to say, it was immeasurable. My sister Shelley also
expressed the same opinion. She added another layer in that we, as teenagers,
think our problems are the only ones in the world. LGR showed us that other
teens experienced different problems from us and that LGR kids faced more than
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us in that they also had to fight prejudice along with all the usual teenage angst.
That summer taught me to look at all sides before passing judgement. I am so
grateful for the opportunity that PCF provided our family all those years ago. We
shared magical times and witnessed the grim reality of life on a remote reserve.
We were introduced to an easy going, generous, funny, spiritual, musical, shy and
innocent group of people who made an overall good impression on us. We were
able to expand and share our family with young men who came to live with us. I
was also shown the results of a dominant society forcing their ways onto a people
who didn't ask for it. I do feel a great empathy for our First Nations people and I
can thank PCF for that.”
Pat Meeker remembers LGR at that time as “a rocky, barren reserve with few
resources and virtually no sources of employment. I saw a people both physically
and spiritually sick. I saw poverty, violence and greed. I also observed and
experienced loving familial relationships. I saw children being petted and others
being abused. To my teenage eyes, it seemed to be a place of extremes...there was
no normal”. Pat says that many of the bonds she made in LGR that summer are
still strong. She subsequently attended Saskatchewan Indian Federated College in
Saskatchewan and has been actively involved with First Nations people since then.
Paul Barnsdale, one of the boys to visit LGR, was subsequently employed as a
guide for a few years at a lodge run by an LGR resident. Annie Green, a Pinawa
resident who had LGR teens visit or stay with her has described her experiences in
her personal memories of the Fellowship elsewhere in this history.
The Little Grand Rapids Exchange was a major mission outreach program of the
PCF in its second decade and its effects on some of the participants continue to this
day. Truly, the people in LGR welcomed the strangers from Pinawa to their
community and into their lives while many families in Pinawa reciprocated when
LGR teens and their adult supervisors, some who spoke little or no English, came
to Pinawa.
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Refugee Sponsorship
by Morgan Brown
“One starfish at a time ...”
It began in the first half of the 1990s, when a Whiteshell colleague asked if I’d help
provide a “paper sponsorship” for his brother to immigrate to Canada from
Bosnia. Nermin said he would pay the cost, but needed others to guarantee the
sponsorship to the Canadian federal government. I asked a few friends at PCF
what they thought; they agreed to consider the sponsorship, understanding the
small possibility that we could be left paying for that first year in Canada. We
were all dismayed and disheartened by the horrors happening in the former
Yugoslavia; maybe this was our call to help just one individual. I contacted the
Refugee Committee of the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC), to see what they
had to say about such a sponsorship. We had a couple of discussions over the
phone, but soon it turned out our help wasn’t needed – the rules had changed so
Nermin was able to sponsor his brother entirely.
However, we were still in the MCC’s contact list; several months after my first
conversation with them, the MCC called me regarding a new federal program for
refugees from the former Yugoslavia. Apparently the taxpayers would pay up to
nine months, and a sponsoring group would pay for the first three months plus
work to help the refugees settle. After the first year in Canada, the immigrants
would be eligible for normal state support, if necessary. So, the MCC wondered,
would we in Pinawa be willing to sponsor a family? Phew, it was quite a leap
from a “paper sponsorship”!
I couldn’t say no to the good people at the MCC, so I called a public meeting to
look at the possibilities (I wanted the whole town, not just PCF, to be involved).
The meeting was well-attended, with some 30 people from across the town
expressing their interest, and a representative from the MCC answered our
questions. We formed the ad-hoc unregistered unofficial skin-of-our-teeth Pinawa
Refugee Sponsorship Group (PRSG), and started down the sponsorship path. I fell
into the role of chair, but was surrounded by several competent, enthusiastic,
practical, and dedicated volunteers who dealt with the many aspects to consider:
housing, English, schooling, medical, dental, employment, etc. Somehow there
always seemed to be just the right person to take on a particular task, and do it
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well. PCF generously agreed to administer our finances, providing a single place
to which anyone could donate to the project.
The fly in the ointment was the Dec 1995 announcement (via the Winnipeg Free
Press) that Whiteshell Labs was to close. I promptly called a meeting to discuss
our plans – do we quit or move forward? I recall Dorothy Walker calmly stating
that the group could and would carry on even if some of us were transferred or
laid off. Pat Mills remarked that he would still contribute to our plan, regardless.
Thank God for wise, calm people! As it was, it took almost six years for my family
and me to be transferred east!
Initially we in the PRSG thought we could support a family of four, but in early
1996 I was informed that a family of five was waiting to move to Canada – would
we consider them? The answer from the group was a resounding yes (after all,
what was one more?), so off I went to the Johnson Terminal at The Forks to sign
the sponsorship papers. I asked myself what it was we were committing to! I was
informed that all the bureaucratic processing would take a few weeks, giving us
time to organize. You can imagine my surprise when, shortly after, I received a
call that “our” family were to arrive in Winnipeg in a few days! My wife,
Catharine, was visiting her parents at the time, so I was also a temporary “single
parent” to Nicholas and Severn. Lots of phone calls and last minute planning was
required, but we seemed to be in good straits. Sita Maas Geesteranus, Helen
Tomlinson and I travelled to Winnipeg Airport the evening of March 6 1996 to
welcome the newest members of the Pinawa community. Finally they wearily
descended the stairs from the arrival area – Marinko, Zora, Velibor, Orjana and
Milana – with several suitcases and boxes. It seemed like a pile of luggage, but
then I realized that this was all they had brought from their former life half a world
away. We spoke a little (Orjana knew a little English from school), and gave them
a copy of the “Pinawa’s Secret” brochure plus a map of Manitoba, with a tiny dot
at the end of a highway showing their new home. Marinko told us (via a
translator) that he wanted to get to work and learn English.
The Pećo family stayed in Winnipeg for a few days, receiving some orientation on
their new safe home, a place where it no longer mattered if one spouse was Serbian
and the other Croatian, a place where your “mixed-ethnicity” daughter was not
called “a Serbian whore” or worse! Welcome to Canada – not perfect, but a great
place to live! Of course there were many different things to experience; as we
drove out of Winnipeg in Sita’s van, en route to the Pećo’s new home, we passed a
truck painted with wolves howling in the moonlight. Orjana asked what the
English word was, and expressed concern when she discovered there were wolves
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around Pinawa (months later, Zora saw the cougar reported by many in the
Pinawa area).
Of course our job wasn’t finished with their arrival, it had only just begun. There
were English lessons (over visits with Zora’s famous “Turkish coffee” and cakes),
arranging schooling (many thanks to the Whiteshell School District for being so
accommodating), finding work for Marinko and Zora, visits to the dentist (many
thanks to Ken Young). There was a driving test for Marinko (I think he had to
unlearn his European driving habits!); Sim and Mel Gascoyne provided their first
Canadian car. Easter of 1996 was a particularly joyous one for me. We had a party
in Kelsey House, for all the PRSG members and families, and for our new friends
and guests of honour – the Pećos. There were still many ups and downs on the
road ahead, but it was a challenge we all rose to meet. I have mentioned a few
names of those involved, but have missed out so many; my sincerest apologies.
In late August 2011 Catharine and I drove our eldest son Nicholas to start at
Brandon University. En route we visited Pinawa. The best part was supper with
Zora and Marinko in their townhouse (no longer the two-bedroom apartment,
which superseded the one-bedroom place), seeing their new car, hearing their
stories of life in Canada and of their children. WONDERFUL!
There’s a story of thousands of starfish washed up on a beach after a terrible storm,
and a little girl tossing them back in the ocean, one at a time. Someone said to her
“There are too many, you can’t begin to make a difference!” The little girl picked
up another starfish and tossed it back into the sea “Maybe you’re right, but I made
a difference to that one!” Thank you Pinawa, and Pinawa Christian Fellowship,
that we made a difference to one family in need. Our Bosnian friends were not the
only ones to benefit – we all did!
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Flora House
by Warren Whittaker

The Pinawa Christian Fellowship and Flora House
Connection
The connection between Pinawa Christian Fellowship and Flora House goes back
to the late 1980’s and continued into the early 2000’s. In its infancy the link was
made through the receiving of gently used articles of clothing that were passed
onto me when I visited once every summer for a meet/greet barbecue at the
Platfords’. Over the years the mission vehicle always left full to the brim. Outreach
was not just limited to summer support. We took a number of children and youth
out to Pinawa two years on a winter Saturday get togethers for home-made lunch
and ball hockey games.
More highlights of the Flora House connection with the PCF took place in 1999,
2001, and 2002 when we were able to take groups of youth out to Pinawa for
extended stays at the
Wilderness Hotel in
Pinawa. Members of the
church were able to
provide bikes for the
campers. They also made
it possible for our group
to swim free of charge at
the town’s outdoor pool.
Through the generous
volunteer support from
PCF and the Pinawa
community, the youth
were introduced to
journalism, canoeing,
sailing, white water
rafting (down at the
Pinawa Dam), wilderness
trail riding and rowing a
shell-type of boat. We
were also able to take the
Flora House Trip 1992
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youth to a Sunday church service during one camp. One year we even got together
with the PCF to arrange an energetic softball game followed by a barbecue. The
three summer camps were an amazing experience for everyone involved. Many of
the participants still fondly remember this event, although it took place more than
ten years ago.
More specifically the first year that I took a group out to Pinawa, there were four
young teen boys and me. Shortly after arriving, we all went out to the town
newspaper office and the boys took great delight in being interviewed about their
aspirations and dreams about their up-and-coming camping event. They then
experienced great satisfaction in seeing where their article would fit into the
newspaper along with the privilege of collating the paper as it came off the press.
The boys were all very proud of the fact that their group picture and story went on
the front page of the paper.
If I were to choose a highlight from the activities that the Flora House youth
enjoyed over the years at Pinawa it would be the sail boat experience in which the
young teens got to turns being pulled slowly through the water riding a raft which
was being towed behind by the boat. Associated with the sail boat experience was
the macho act of jumping off a relatively high cliff into a deep water pool.
However, all of the camping experiences were fantastic. For instance, learning how
to row a four man shell in a straight line without capsizing was an adventure well
learned. Participating in the peaceful and relaxing sport of canoeing was excellent.
It was a real treat for the camp participants each year to be greeted by many
Pinawa residents at the pool.
Last but not least, an important part of
the campers’ time was the communal
living at the hotel, which was made
possible through the generosity of the
PCF. This allowed the campers to cook
and clean up on their own, watch
videos, have daily Bible Study, and
have their own separate entrance. It was
wonderful for both campers and
leaders.
Finally, the most meaningful thing for
me was to see the positive connections
that were made between the youth and
the PCF volunteers. I believe that the
Flora House kids
youth appreciated that the volunteer
support for them was a lived, faithful Christian response.
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Chapter 6
YOUTH ACTIVITIES
Sunday School
by Leny Ohta
During the planning stages for the Pinawa Christian Fellowship, the education of
the children was always an important consideration. In January 1963, Bruce
Stewart, in conjunction with Doris Summach, was directed to make an appraisal of
the requirements for Sunday School. When worship services began, so too, did the
Sunday School.
At the beginning, there were many children in the congregation, which was
reflected in class numbers. The very first Sunday, in the fall of 1963, 37 students
attended. With a nursery, kindergarten and three other groups the Sunday School
was a vibrant reflection of the faith of the adults. A junior high and a senior high
class also ran during the worship hour. On September 11, 1963, Mr. Harry Allen
was nominated as the first Sunday School Superintendent. The Community
Church in Deep River offered to provide, free of charge, enough of the Christian
Faith and Life series
materials to provide
for the 63/64 year.
With a curriculum
as a guide and a
superintendent to
lead the way,
lessons began, a few
weeks before actual
services. Some of
the earliest teachers
were Marion
Stewart, Fiola
Davidson, Shirley
Bell, Pat Ross, Marg
Derek Ohta, Meghan Mayoh, Kathy McCamis, Scott McCamis, John
Smith, Yvonne
McFarlane, Jessie Sheppard – 1995 Confirmation
Hart, Gladys
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Hatcher, Anne Green, Jim Putnam and Ed Lundman. By the late 60’s Concordia
Lutheran material was used for the church school curriculum.
With the growth of the
town, the numbers of
children increased
dramatically. In the early
70’s, there was a Sunday
School class for every grade.
The total enrollment was 90
students with an average 60
present on a Sunday.
Marnie Sagert, as a teacher
and then superintendent,
remembers Brian Gilbertson
(Anglican minister) trying to
June Fenton in crib room 1978
help the teachers build their
own curriculum from the lectionary. Teacher training remained a high priority
with a lot of team planning, and training sessions with instructors from Winnipeg.
Two teachers, per class, committed to teaching for either the fall or spring session.
A Presbyterian curriculum was used when Harvie Barker was the minister for the
Pinawa Christian Fellowship.

Sunday School outing (Church on a Rock): Paul Hanna, Brent Stokes, Maria Baumgartner,
Owen Gascoyne, Elizabeth Haacke, Rob McDougall, Tavis Donnely, Keith Reid, Morgan
Brown, Catherine Colotello, Severn Brown.
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In the 80’s attendance numbers declined slightly and sometimes teachers would
alternate weeks. Betty McCamis as the Sunday School superintendent, in 1988
introduced a new curriculum, The Whole People of God. One of the first
interdenominational curriculums, it was accepted and promoted by the United
Church, the Presbyterian Church, the Methodist Church and many other
denominations in the United States. In a 1988 fall newsletter Betty wrote, “the new
curriculum promises to be stimulating, comprehensive and fun”. This time, units
were planned by all the teachers at meetings at approximately six week intervals.
Rich Corman, the minister, came at the beginning of each unit and tied in the
theme with Bible history and the lectionary. Many of the teachers attended the
Prairie Christian training centre in Fort Qu’Appelle Saskatchewan. Again, in that
1988 fall newsletter it was noted that “Marnie Melnyk, Jackie Sturton, Janet
Melnyk and Betty McCamis will be journeying to the Prairie Christian Training
Centre at Fort Qu’Appelle to attend a “Fall Kick-off” from September 30 to October
2nd.”
In the 90’s Sunday School was renamed Church School and classes were double
graded, as the numbers of children enrolled declined even more, due to lay-offs at
AECL. Total enrollment dropped to around 30 students. Teachers were asked to
commit to a half year term, either September – December or January – June and
only one teacher was assigned to a classroom. By the late 90’s the cost of the
curriculum materials became too much for the budget and teachers tried to make
up their own curriculum with the biblical lectionary as the guide. Leslie
Strandlund began teaching Young Children in Worship, a curriculum that used
Montessori methods with stories from the Bible. Alanna Wilcox and Linda Tait
also did the training for this program in order to assist the class. Nat Fenton
carved wonderful wooden figures for the program, which were used to tell the
stories.
In the new century, with the numbers of children living in town even further
reduced, the decision was made to partner with the Lutheran Church for the
education of the youth. In the early 60’s, there had been cooperation between the
PCF and a Sunday School in Bissett. Don Ross, as the Minister, and Marion
Stewart were contacts for the teachers and helped with ideas for Sunday School.
However, this cooperation in the early 2000’s was different The youngest children
(up to grade one) came to the PCF and the older ones put on their coats part way
through the service and headed to the Lutheran Church. Sharon Howe and Leslie
Strandlund led the way. The cooperation continued into the summer, with
Vacation Bible School. For one week in the summer adults from both churches led
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a full morning program for grades one to six. attracting many more children than
those living in town. Grandchildren became the norm.
By 2009 a new approach was
needed. Lori Evenden took
over as the Sunday School
superintendent and
introduced the Friday afterschool Bible Adventures
program. Students stayed at
Gilbert School after school let
out and spent an hour
learning Bible stories and
how to worship. Again the
program was in joint
cooperation with the
Lutheran Church. About a
dozen children took
advantage of the after school
program, and worshipped
through prayer, Bible stories
and related activities. This time Rob Murray, our minister, brought his musical
skills including his fine hand on the guitar and led some of the worship. This
program was very successful for three years. By 2011 only three families with
school age children attended the PCF so again a change was required in the
programming. Presently, once a month a special activity is planned for the
children and the families are notified of the date. Christian education is once again
being held during the worship time.
From the beginning the children had their class time but there were other church
related activities as well. During the 60’s and early 70’s the PCF sponsored a
Canadian Girls in Training group (CGIT) run by Lynn Grant and Bev Ayres The
Children’s Time during worship produced some exciting moments. Who could
forget the science experiments of Rich Corman (a pendulum with a brass weight
swinging from the rafters proving faith in God and physics); the little object
lessons of Harvie Barker; or the suitcase stories and fantastic art examples of Rob
Murray? Often during the next two decades some of the teachers took a turn at
leading children’s time during worship – stories and even puppet shows kept rapt
attention. Class trips to Winnipeg were always a highlight; movies, water slides,
visiting other congregations, roller skating. On one particular trip the junior high
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class took clothing,
games and puzzles into
Flora House. They then
spent the afternoon
playing with the kids
who attended there. For
many years the Sunday
School collection
supported a foster child
overseas and many of
the classes wrote letters
and felt a personal
connection when a
response was received.
In the late seventies, young teenage girls, like Tanya Sagert and Tara Rummery,
led the Junior Choir with the help of gifted accompanists. One leader remembers
deciding there was a God after her erstwhile charges, who had been misbehaving
in rehearsal, focused in front of the congregation and sang sweetly and even on
key.
Anyone remembering the Sunday School years would mention the many and
varied Christmas concerts and pageants, and the fun family picnics, too numerous
to list. They were always the highlights of the year. In 1974, one mother
remembers the inevitable singing of Away in a Manger by the smallest members of
the congregation. Her son, his hair and cowlick slicked down and his suit
buttoned up sat beside his friend, David Westdal. She watched helplessly as the
two three year olds took turns stirring each other’s hair. By the time the pair got
up to sing, Mark Rummery was unbuttoned to his bright yellow undershirt and
both boys took great umbrage when the teacher tried to hide them in the back row.
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Christmas pageant circa 1994: Maria Baumgartner, Owen Gascoyne, Scott Mayoh, Neil McCamis,
Zach Melnyk, Katherine Koroll, Sumi Wren, Sam Melnyk, Angela Johnston, Fiona Sanipelli

One particular pageant, in 1973, took more than two months preparation and
involved most of the adults, and extra helpers from the town in general. Yvonne
Oldaker led a pageant with 100 children, a choir, band, costumed performers and a
full blown decorated stage. That’s when we learned you could make wonderful
jewels for crowns with jelly babies topped with a dot of silver paint. In 1975 the
pageant had a theme, “Participation in the Christmas story for all”. Notes from this
year tell us 80 children were involved through the spoken word, song and dressing
up in costumes. Who could forget the pageant with Michael Von Massow atop
the school’s highest ladder as an angel? Everyone was holding their breath while
he was up there. It is rumored that one of the children (not the Virgin Mary)
whipped the baby Jesus out of the cradle and wouldn’t let go for the duration of
the pageant. By 1987 the Christmas story was still elaborate with a four part
concert on a six-page direction sheet, complete with a map. Another pageant was
very dramatic with a curtain and light giving black shadows of the costumed
performers. The story was told by children at the microphone so no learning of
lines was necessary. One year Roger Dutton led the entire congregation around
the school as we all traveled, en masse, to Bethlehem. Some years several children
wanted to be Mary or Joseph so they all dressed in their costumes and took turns
playing the parts. When the Sunday School became fewer in numbers Rob started
Christmas Eve service as pajama worship, complete with blankies and teddy bears.
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The lead up to Christmas was always exciting in the Sunday School. One teacher
remembers making a Christmas mural on rolls of grocery brown paper. The stars,
sheep, camels, and palm trees were all prepared and then the Sunday came to
make the Biblical people. She hesitated to assign the Mary and Joseph figures but
very quickly two five year olds, Grant Kukurudz and Tammy Ohta announced
they had them made but Tammy had dressed Mary too quickly, forgetting the
baby Jesus, so they had decided to put him in Joseph’s belly instead. And so he
was and so he stayed.
Picnics were no less remarkable. One year everyone drove to Kildonan Park;
another year we all went to the church called Little Britain on the Red; another on
the Paddlewheel River Boat in
Winnipeg. Jim Putnam often led
the way to organizing the earliest
picnics. The congregation went
far and near in the early years.
Later picnics were held closer to
home at Whitemouth Falls, Old
Pinawa and our own beach.
Picnics often included games for
all: races, relays and soft ball
games. Who could forget the
Dads lying on the ground with a
After school program
coke bottle balanced on their
chests and the little ones racing
back and forth to fill them with a spoonful of water? Or the picnic in the backyards
of Haacke’s and Reid’s where everyone dressed in costumes appropriate to Jesus’
time? Food abounded and was always shared in the Christian spirit
The Christian education of the children over the years involved the Bible and a
curriculum but also much more. The adults, as role models for Christian living,
and the special activities, remain as special memories for the students. Who could
forget the piñata that was made by the class of Clive Greenstock and Shirley Bell
and the resulting fun with bats? Selecting material and burying a time capsule was
a grade 5, 6 class highlight. Often friendships that have lasted for many years were
forged during church school time. Kathy McCamis and Marion Stewart were secret
pen pals with code names, Violet and Morning Glory, for a time. Later Kathy
chose Marion as her mentor for confirmation classes. Kathy says this friendship
had a real impact on her life. Ask anyone who had Keith Reid as a teacher and
“church on the rock” is an unforgettable memory. The older students often went
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out on a sailboat on Sylvia Lake, with the Melnyk’s and the Johnson’s assistance
and climbed on a rock in Adventure Bay. There they had a service and
communion with pop and chips. The children learned to “think outside the box”
about who God is. They learned “to appreciate God who is very much present in
creation and in life outside of Sunday morning worship” (quote from Kathy
McCamis)
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Church on a Rock: Sandra
and Jenn Cribbs, Fiona
Sanipelli, Robyn Attas,
Jessie Sheppard

Church on a Rock: Peter Vilks, Fiona Sanipelli, Jenn Cribbs, Sandra Cribbs, Robyn Attas,
Bronwyn Murray, Amy Attas, Scott Mayoh, Michael Reid, Sam Melnyk, Brent Stokes, Stacey
Smith, Rob Smith, Trevor Gascoyne, Maria Baumgartner, Own Gascoyne, Paul Hanna,
Catherine Colotello, Gary Stokes, Jessie Sheppard, Mel Gascoyne.
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Youth Group TGIF
By Sim Stroes-Gascoyne and Holly Parcey
TGIF (Thank God It’s Friday) was the PCF Youth Group than ran from about 2001
to 2006, led by Holly Parcey, Mel Gascoyne and Sim Stroes-Gascoyne. The group
gathered every Friday afternoon for two hours after school to cook and eat supper
together, watch a Bible study video, discuss the Bible theme of the day, play
games, wash dishes, clean up, and finally head for home. TGIF studied its way
through the Alpha Program for Youth, watched and discussed every Veggie Tales
movie out there, and worked its way through the Gospel According to the
Simpson’s Curriculum.
As members and leaders of TGIF we tried to take the lessons learned and put these
to good use in our community. Following a discussion about the Good Samaritan
in the fall of 2002, we held a town scavenger hunt for food items for the local food
bank (Lac du Bonnet). The TGIF teens broke up into teams of three and covered as
much of the community of Pinawa as we could in one evening to collect all the
items on our scavenger lists. We collected over 500 pounds of food for the area
food bank and had a great time.
During that same fall we appealed to our PCF congregation and individuals in our
community to help us build a Wall of Beans (canned, baked beans). The TGIF
teens, the PCF and our community built a wall containing 700 pounds of beans
(625 cans of beans)! During this project, each TGIF youth was offered a dollar and
turn it into as many cans of beans as possible and the Parable of the Talents came
to life. When the wall was dismantled before Christmas, we delivered half of the
beans to the Beausejour Food Bank and the other half to the Lac du Bonnet Food
Bank.
During our last delivery trip to the food bank one of the volunteers, pleased with
our bean collection and our efforts, asked if we had brought any toilet paper, and
as a result, another idea developed! To collect toilet paper for the food bank we
built a toilet paper tree at church, stacking single rolls to form a fabulous
Christmas tree. Our congregation happily contributed rolls of toilet paper and just
before Christmas we were able to deliver 210 rolls of toilet paper to the local food
bank.
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For the following Easter we planned our next project for the food bank – to collect
personal hygiene items such as tooth paste, shampoo and soap, which also turned
out very well. The challenge was always to find an activity that would interest and
engage our teens and the congregation alike, while supplying the food bank with
the supplies they needed. We also
collected money for school supplies
one spring just before summer
vacations.
During the years of 2001 to 2006, the
TGIF Youth Group offered youths
from grade 7 to 12 the opportunity to
develop strong relationships with
other teens while studying the Bible
together. TGIF was a very
enthusiastic and creative group of
teens who knew they could make a
difference in other people’s lives as
TGIF: Bronwyn Murray, Trevor Gascoyne, Erin
well as their own, if given the
Parcey, Amy Attas
opportunity. TGIF tried to take old
stories, understanding their meaning in today’s world and putting the lessons
from those stories into practice in our own lives.
TGIF was also about fun and laughter. We went on sleigh rides with the Alliance
Church Youth group, went bowling in Lac du Bonnet, visited other churches in
Winnipeg, rented the local arena for skate night, helped out at the PCF Christmas
bazaars, held many movie nights and went sledding in winter at YoYo hill. And a
staple of every Friday afternoon was playing Fruit Basket and praying the Johnny
Appleseed prayer before we ate. But the most fun always seemed to be the
preparing and cooking of the food together on Friday afternoons. We cooked
simple dishes such as grilled cheese sandwiches, spaghetti, pizza and salad, bacon
and eggs and hamburgers with fries. Everyone learned how to prepare those
dishes, everyone enjoyed the food together and everyone learned that cleanup was
part of eating. We were very fortunate to have those years together.
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Chapter 7
VOLUNTEER GROUPS IN THE PCF
Pinawa Hospital Spiritual Care
By Judy Platford and Jane Petkau
"I was sick and you visited me." Matt 25:36
The Pinawa Hospital Spiritual Care Team is a dedicated group of volunteers
drawn from the faith communities in Pinawa and the surrounding area. For more
than 18 years we have been providing Spiritual Care to patients and staff in the
Pinawa Hospital; at first with permission of the Hospital Board, then with the
encouragement and support of the Winnipeg River Health District and their
successor the North Eastman Health Association.
The Pinawa Christian Fellowship has been a part of the Spiritual Care Team at the
Pinawa Hospital from the very beginning. Each of the churches is responsible for
providing visitors one day a week (PCF has 2 days). Members of the Spiritual Care
Team visit with patients, families and staff. Visits can be just a friendly chat or a
time of prayer and conversation. A few area ministers are available if a patient
would like to see them. Two members of the team are also "on call" and are
available to help in emergencies and to support a family at the time of a death of a
loved one.
The team meets every
two months for training
and for support for one
another. They also
attend an area-wide
training session at least
once a year. The work of
the volunteers is
intended to be a support
to the patients and staff
but members are also
blessed by this ministry;
encountering Christ in
2012 Pinawa Hospital Spiritual Care Team: Pat Ramsay,
those we meet
Sharon Howe, Brian and Brenda McKenzie, Rob Murray, Judy
Platford, Gail Shillinglaw, Leah Bueckert.
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Women’s Guild
By Bernice Hawton
In 1963, as the women gathered in Pinawa and the
Pinawa Christian Fellowship Church took root. it
was decided that they would find ways to serve
their church and the new community. During the
following months, as the hospital was built, the
women of the PCF and larger community formed a
Ladies' Hospital Auxiliary and began the task of
raising funds in support of the health facility.
Many other groups and activities began to develop
out of both the Protestants of the PCF at F.W.
Gilbert School and the Catholics worshipping in
Dorothy Walker
the Secondary School after it was built. In the early
1990’s, a few women from PCF decided they
should have a formal group and the PCF Women's Guild was formed. Their goals

(Back): Sheila Martino, Irene Sedge, Heather Westdal, Phyllis Briercliffe, Shirley Brown, Inge
Andersen, Shirley Harding, (Front): Dorothy Walker, Ruth Dobbin, Marion Stewart, Thelma
Boase, Bernice Hawton, Helen Olcholwy, Joan Ticknor.

for the group encompassed fundraising and support for the church, as well as
reaching out to the larger community of Pinawa and the world. This small group
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averaging about 20 women had the support of the PCF at large, and did much
fundraising for missions overseas and in Manitoba, and for educational support of
youth and adult programs. This group generally strove to enhance many local
groups with their skills of baking and organizing of food services for social events.
Teas, bazaars, bake sales, strawberry picking, plant sales, funeral lunches, help
with talent auctions, and many other very diverse fundraising and social events
through the years were enhanced with the help of the PCF Women's Guild. Out of
the Guild grew the quilting group, who provided hundreds of quilts for the needy.
In 2011, the Guild supported the designing, purchasing of fabric, sewing of the
banners and choir-rail and altar drapes that were dedicated in 2012. They also
provided the funds for the mechanisms to lower and raise the banners in the
Gilbert School gymnasium.
As the church developed, many of the causes of the Guild were built into the
church proper, and the women found that their energy was not as high as when
they were younger. They realized too that the resources of the community were
limited in supporting all the activities in Pinawa. The Guild disbanded in the fall of
2012, but enjoys monthly “friendship breakfast gatherings”. They are faithfully
continuing God's work for them within the church and without the formal
framework of The Guild.

Congregational Care Committee
By Arlene Boivin
The Congregational Care committee was formed in November of 2009. This
committee took over the work of previous committees “The Helping Hand” and
“The Congregational Calling Group”. When there wasn't a group operating there
were individual members of the congregation that sent greeting cards and did
visiting.
The present committee is responsible for providing compassionate and
confidential care for members and friends of the congregation. Volunteers from
the congregation help with providing meals, and visits during times of illness,
bereavement or just to keep in touch. A Prayer Shawl Ministry was started during
the first year; again with help of members of the congregation who enjoy knitting
and/or crocheting. The committee has been able to have shawls available to be
given freely to anyone who needs comfort. These are some of the words from the
PCF Congregational Care Committee that accompany the Prayer Shawls:
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“This shawl has been made with the Love of God. When you wrap yourself in it
you are surrounded by His Love and Healing Power. May the Peace of Christ be
with you always”.
“Lord, in good times and in bad you provide the strength we need to face our
challenges. When you wrap yourself in this shawl may you feel God’s Love and
the love of friends and family. Peace be with you”.
“Neither long distances nor years need break the bonds of true friendship. As this
shawl brings warmth and comfort, let it also bring the Love of God to comfort you.
May the Peace of Christ be with you always”.
The original members of the committee, who agreed to serve a two-year term
were: Carol Walton, Judy Platford, Shirley Pellow, Brenda Morash and Arlene
Boivin, along with Rev. Rob Murray. Now in 2013 the Committee is still going
strong, with the same five women and Rev. Rob working together to keep a caring
eye on the congregation.

Christmas gift baskets
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Congregational Care: Brenda Morash, Judy Platford, Bonnie
Minnick, Carol Walton

Community Christmas Hampers 2012

Christmas hamper volunteers

Shoreline clean-up 2012, Kevin Dearing and
Susan Barnett
Maureen Williams and Kelly Murray writing
letters for Amnesty International

Shoreline clean-up 2012, Jackie Sturton,
Mike Attas

Shoreline clean-up 2008, Carol Walton, Betty
McCamis
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Chapter 8
CHURCH BUILDING
DELIBERATIONS
by Marg Stokes
In 1963, the Pinawa Christian Fellowship congregation established their home in
the gym of F.W. Gilbert School. As the 1990s approached, PCF members were
dreaming of having a building of their own. The notion of a permanent facility,
where furnishings did not have to be wheeled out of storage each week, was very
appealing. Other advantages to owning a building included an increased PCF
visibility within the community and finally having kitchen, meeting and office
space. In the early1990s, a Building Committee began to look at what might be
required to pursue this dream. They discovered that the Roman Catholic
congregation was also interested in building and the possibility of a shared
building was taken into consideration.
Although there was no official building fundraising committee at the time, by the
end of 1991 there was $1500 in the Building Fund and the decision to purchase the
lot on Burrows Road was made at a special congregational meeting on January 5,
1992. Working groups were set up to survey parent churches for potential
support and loans, to establish contact with Beausejour and Anola on their
experiences in building, and to survey the needs of PCF as to space requirements.
Their findings would be used to propose a preliminary concept and present the
results to General Committee and the PCF congregation.
A garage sale in October 1992 signaled an increase in building fundraising efforts
and at the January 1993 AGM a motion was passed to enable the Building
Committee to proceed with detailed design, including the idea of a building
shared with the Catholic Church. Three design concepts were presented by the
Building Committee at the end of 1994; a congregational meeting was held and a
vote was taken. The majority of respondents chose the largest design if indeed it
was decided to proceed to the building phase.
While this exploration towards a building was happening, there were many
stresses within the church and the town. Search committees spent considerable
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effort hunting for a new minister, not once but twice in the early 90s. Some very
interesting guest preachers visited and parent churches offered support, but it was
not the same as having a full-time minister. Although outwardly an independent
and resilient lot, PCFers suffered from a lack of spiritual leadership during this
time. Additionally, the beginning of AECL downsizing created a climate of
anxiety throughout Pinawa. AECL cutbacks resulted in a decrease in revenue for
the church and took a huge emotional toll as people were transferred out of
Pinawa. Losing long-time friends and facing their own job uncertainty was a
double whammy for residents. No-one knew who would be next to leave and
whether Pinawa would even remain a viable town. There was still no consensus
on whether to build a church at all. This became a contentious issue as people
struggled with trying to work on a controversial project during these years of
upheaval.
At the January 1996 AGM, with construction drawings still unfinished and the
partnership with the Catholic Church uncertain, a motion was passed to put the
building project on hold until April. The search for a new minister was also put on
hold pending the clarification of the future of AECL in Pinawa. An agreement was
drawn up with Jim Stein, ordained elder and lay preacher of the Presbyterian
Church in Canada, to provide part-time supply ministry until June.
Although there was some concern about employing a full-time minister given the
situation with AECL, Rob Murray was hired later in 1996. His induction service
was held in October. 1997 saw a review of PCF visions and goals with Betty
Marlin of the Selkirk Presbytery Congregational Development Centre, resulting in
a long-range planning report. This assessment identified specific goals within the
mission and ministry of PCF and recognized that a decision had to be made on
whether to go ahead with a church building. The late 90s included the process of
PCF Incorporation, an “all-churches” sign at the entrance to Pinawa and a
concerted effort to keep in touch with the churches of Pinawa, including the
regular exchange of contact information.
In 1998, land maintenance issues arose. AECL ended their practice of grass cutting
on the PCF lot without notice and a tripling of land assessment resulted in a large
jump in property tax. In 1999, the General Committee struggled with discussions
on the question of whether to build a church building. Rev. Rob Murray felt it was
time to make a decision one way or the other and four scenarios were presented at
the September AGM including a new building or contributing to or renovating
existing space in Pinawa. A Church Home Survey distributed to the congregation
did not result in a clear majority in favour of a particular vision. Only approx. 20%
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of PCF members responded and there was a strong division of opinions on the
topics of building a new building and selling the property. The resulting
recommendations were that the PCF General Committee focus for the coming year
be on improving the current worship space and looking at opportunities in the
community to join in and cooperate with building or creating a chapel, such as in a
personal care home, or in cooperating with the Lutheran church.
At the October 2004 AGM, in response to a request from the Pinawa Seniors
Accommodation Services Committee, a motion was passed giving PSASC the first
right-of-refusal to purchase the lot on Burrows should the PCF decide to sell it.
There were 29 responses to the April 2007 Building Lot Survey with a slight
majority favouring selling the lot, supporting ideas such as seniors housing,
community use and non-profit groups.
In 2009, a proposal arose to use the PCF lot on Burrows to build housing, half of
which would be subsidized for the use of people recovering from or living with
various forms of mental illness. This vision for ministry, named the Oak Haven
project, would significantly change PCF’s role in the community. Presentations by
workers in the mental health field were made at a congregational meeting in
November 2009 and ballots were distributed to the PCF membership list. A high
percentage of ballots was returned and there was an encouraging level of support
for Oak Haven from PCF members. General Committee members unanimously
agreed to proceed, with caution, to pursue the proposed vision for a housing
project to a planning stage, seeking suitable partnership and funding.
At the September 2010 AGM, the Oak Haven committee reported they were
gathering information to develop a preliminary design and a business plan
including identified funding partners, updating an application with the MB
government, setting up a meeting with an architectural firm to develop
preliminary designs, and preparing public education for the community.
An application for Proposal Development Funding ($60,000) was submitted to the
Manitoba Housing and Renewal Corporation in February 2011. In June, Manitoba
Housing rejected the proposal and gave suggestions for submitting an amended
proposal. Due to life circumstances for members of the Oak Haven committee,
there was not the energy to pursue a new proposal in 2012. Mental health and
appropriate housing continues to be in the news and is still important to the
government. The Oak Haven committee will decide what steps they can take in
2013.
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Chapter 9
BACKDROPS AND BANNERS
by Helen Olchowy
The Backdrops and Banners have been a part of the PCF church since it began. A
hand-painted wooden screen helped camouflage the utility doors and we began
searching for a backdrop to cover a larger area.
Mieke Von Massow led a group to sew a three-part floor to ceiling burlap
backdrop, beige centre with crimson edges, mounted on three separate rollers
providing week-day storage above a busy gym. We use that same mechanism
today to mount the grey backdrop. Stu Iverson, Dennis Cann and crew used a
similar mechanism to mount and store our current large reversible banners.
Grace Simmons designed and
mounted several figures to be used
on the beige burlap material. Many
can be viewed in photos of church
activities through the years. Gary,
Grace and others donated
paramounts in memory of family and
many years later directed that they be
passed on to another needy church.
The youth group consisting of Kristin Torgerson, Tanis Westdal, Tammy Ohta,
Chris Iverson and Glen Bratty, made several banners and gave us the hooked
church crest which hangs every Sunday at the front door to welcome us. It was
their gift to the congregation. The Sunday school students made a rainbow banner
and several others such as Jackie Sturton and Heather Sagert were involved.
Martha Owen designed and painted a large Easter banner which reversed to
silhouetted Christmas figures.
Using the influence of stained glass Sandra Ramsden painted two long silk banners
depicting PCF and the Pinawa area. Norma Kulbaba led the Guild to make a
Christmas banner and a brightly coloured crystallite banner with a white felt,
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raised cross. These three banners,
Sandra’s and the cross hung in our
church until 2012 when we
mounted the present banners.
The paraments were designed and
sewn by Shirley Bell and Leona
Butchart. Shirley also embroidered
the white angel on blue for
the Christmas season. A
white advent cloth (Marion
Stewart’s linen tablecloth)
with bright felt figures
replaced the first advent
covering. Lately it has been
replaced by a modern
wrought iron stand holding
candles and displaying the
blue with white banners
designed and sewn by
Brenda Morash.
Our recent banners took 15
months to complete and
include a new rolling and
storing mechanism,
reversible banners, choir
curtains, newel posts,
reversible communion table
cloth, tablecloths and
quilted table runner. The
project was completed by
the men and women of the
PCF church, financed by the
PCF Women’s Guild, under
Advent Candle Banners
the leadership of Brenda
Morash, Helen Olchowy
and Juanita Williams, assisted by many hands. Maureen Carefoot quilted the
banners. May they give us joy for years to come.
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Chapter 10
PCF-NURTURED MINISTERS
Memories by Barbara Barnett
We arrived in Pinawa in early December 1971. We knew Marni and Norm Sagert
from our time in Deep River, and were more than happy to make our way to
church the first Sunday. Bruce Stewart Senior and Junior were sides people that
day. It felt so good to be moving into a welcoming community. What do I
remember?
Roger Dutton’s never-to-be-forgotten Christmas Pageant where every child had a
leading role. I don’t know how many Mary’s and Josephs there were, but they
were abundant!
The two lines for communion, which I nicknamed the “sheep and the goats”.
Sunrise service on Easter Sunday at the Pinawa Dam, and then going back to feast
on hot cross buns.
Preparing a Sunday school curriculum with Jock Guthrie – I’m not sure why we
felt we needed to do this – probably the endless search for suitable materials.
This is an excerpt from a biography which I prepared in 1992 for my Certification
as a Specialist in Pastoral Care with the Canadian Association for Spiritual Care
(you may remember that my last professional position was Coordinator of
Spiritual Care at Deer Lodge Centre):
“Phil and I were active members of the Pinawa Christian Fellowship, an
interdenominational group. I served on the General Committee, and as
Chairperson of the Worship, and the Christian Education Committees. (I was also
on the Search Committee who called Harvie Barker to PCF). I also began to lead
services and to preach during the ministers’ summer vacations. ..... PCF, an
interdenominational prayer group, and a Ladies Bible Study Group (also
interdenominational) were extremely important to me in the development of a
sense of vocation. I began to acknowledge the gifts with which God had graced
me – teaching, caring and leadership – and to learn more deeply about my
pilgrimage with God. This period of broad ecumenical involvement in both the
traditional church setting, and in the more informal prayer and bible study
movement has been of real benefit to me in relating to people from different
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backgrounds. I have some understanding of their language and their theology,
and I feel that it has made establishing pastoral relationships easier for me than if I
had stayed isolated in a strictly Anglican setting”.
Another opportunity that would never have arisen for two younger members of a
congregation in an Anglican parish in the city: the Bishop of Keewatin (Jim Allan)
invited Phil and me to prepare the Anglican young people for confirmation. Tanya
Sagert and two of Stan and Gladys Hatcher’s sons were among them.
PCF supported our family in so many ways during our preparation to move to
Winnipeg for Phil to begin his studies at St. John’s College: physical assistance on
moving day, but more important, a commitment to support us financially. We
never knew when a cheque would arrive, but it always seemed to come at a time
when there was an unexpected expense, and the generosity of PCF members gave
us peace of mind during a stressful few years.
Reading this through, I realize that well before the ministry of the whole people of
God was talked about, or expressed as a goal for congregations, PCF embodied
that ministry. We were essentially non-hierarchical. Members were encouraged/
invited to exercise the ministries to which they felt called. What a gift! Although I
am no longer active as a priest, I am profoundly grateful for the formative
influence PCF had in my life as a whole, and in my sense of calling to the
priesthood.

Memories by Phil Barnett
In addition to Barbara’s comments, I remember:
Being a Sunday school teacher. Planning the weekly sessions was a great
opportunity to learn more about Christian faith and traditions. I know I benefitted
far more than the children!
One unique aspect of the PCF was that we maintained our denominational
identity. I had been confirmed only a few years before, so the Anglican connection
was important to me at that time. I became a Synod Delegate for the Diocese of
Keewatin and travelled to Kenora to attend the Synod and other meetings. I
became much more aware of a wider church – the worldwide Anglican
Communion – but also the ecumenical dimension fostered by the PCF itself.
Working and worshiping as Christians, and not being restricted to our own
denomination, formed a strong base for me in my future work as an Anglican
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priest. After my PCF experience it always made sense to work ecumenically and I
became active in our local Ministerial association. We had an Anglican
Communion service early on Sunday morning. I can’t remember how often this
happened but I do remember being there, often just Harvie Barker and me, saying
the service together from the Book of Common Prayer.
PCF provided me with my first opportunity to be part of Council meetings. They
were not my favourite activity then, nor in the 28 years of Council meetings that
followed! PCF was a very supportive and encouraging community. Because of
this I was able to take some steps in leadership in a variety of ways – teaching,
committees, leading worship, preaching. All of which provided valuable
experience for my future work, although I didn’t know it at the time. In many
ways PCF was ahead of its time. It was an open-minded, accepting, nurturing
community which embodied in its structure the principles of the gospel and
enabled its members to live them out in practice. I am very grateful to have been a
part of this visionary community.

David Drake
To the Congregation of the PCF: Over the years I have often looked back to my
brief time of involvement with the PCF. Fantastic experience! Richard Corman was
the minister at the time and I remember long conversations with him about
ministry as I discerned my abilities and call to the ministry. Richard served as a
wonderful counsellor and source of great wisdom in this regard. The people of the
PCF, those I came to know, were also instrumental in their support of me, for
which I will always be thankful and appreciative.
Eventually ... I did end up in paid accountable
ministry with the United Church of Canada
and have served various pastoral charges: St
Paul's United Church in Beausejour, MB; Suset
United and St Andrew's United Church in
Regina, SK; Symons Valley United Church in
Calgary, AB; and am presently serving at St
Paul's United in Sidney, BC on Vancouver
Island.
For all your gifts of kindness and encouragement - I wish you well on your 50th
Anniversary of the church and offer my heartiest congratulations and
encouragements for your continuing ministry.
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Joye Platford
My family came to PCF when I was in my early teens. I remember that there were
a lot of children and youth at the time in the 1980’s. When the children and
teachers left mid-service for their classes, the remaining congregation was reduced
considerably in number. I enjoyed the relaxed discussion-based youth class that I
was a part of with Jackie Sturton as my teacher. A gift that I received from those
times was that it was alright to wonder and question and that church was a safe
place to do that very sort of thing.
During my grade 9 year, several of my classmates and I took a confirmation class
and joined the church. I felt as if I was in a new stage of adult faith. I joined as a
Presbyterian, others were United. The denominations were based on our family
faith heritage. I had been to my grandmother’s church in the city that was
Presbyterian but for me I did not feel a great emphasis on the denomination. Even
at an early age in my teens, Church really
to me was about faith and people; it was
not about tradition and buildings.
Actually until I was 17, I had really only
experienced church in school gyms, those
of the high school and of F.W. Gilbert
School. When I was in Grade 12, Rev. Dr.
Corman encouraged me to go to the
national church gathering of General
Assembly in Toronto in 1988. This was
when I began to learn about the workings
of the Presbyterian Church.
When I went to University, I went to
several churches my first year, feeling free
to explore the denominations. Coming
from PCF, I felt it was fine to explore the
other sister denominations just to see what
the others were about. I also felt that if I
wanted to, it would be fine to choose a city church of any denomination. I did
settle on being Presbyterian and went to First Presbyterian in Winnipeg. I was also
involved in Inter-Varsity-Christian Fellowship at University, a Christian group
with students of many different denominations, from Catholic to Pentecostal. I
was very comfortable being part of an ecumenical organization.
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When I studied to be a minister, I chose to be Presbyterian. I studied at
Presbyterian college in Montreal. I also shared classes with students from the
Anglican and United colleges. I was comfortable being part of ecumenical studies;
I could take richness from all the traditions. I remember telling colleagues that I
came from an ecumenical church. I was always met with questions on how we all
get along or concerns on how we govern. My answer was really simple, we just
do, and we incorporate a little from each tradition. I think I had an advantage of
flexibility and I couldn’t understand others’ perceived barriers. When I entered
ministry, I always sought out the ministerial, the local group of ministers. For me
it was part of staying in touch with what was happening with other
denominations. I also spoke about PCF as a model of co-operation; that we don’t
always have to be doing our separate things.
I am glad that the church community of PCF has been a part of my life. For
reasons of health, I moved back to Pinawa in 2009, and have been thankful to the
congregation and the Rev. Rob Murray for their support and encouragement.
Happy 50th PCF!

Kathy McCamis
I think that my serious interest in the Bible and
theology probably started when I was in
confirmation classes in high school at the PCF.
We worked through the confirmation program
with a mentor, and part of the confirmation
process involved reading the Gospel of Luke
together and discussing our reflections together.
My confirmation mentor was Marion Stewart. I
remember having some interesting discussions
at Marion’s place as we reflected on Luke’s
gospel together. In particular, I remember
reading Jesus’ words in Luke 14:26—“If anyone
comes to me and does not hate his father and
mother, his wife and children, his brothers and
sisters—yes, even his own life—he cannot be my
disciple.” At the time, I was shocked and a bit horrified that Jesus could say such a
thing! I remember discussing that particular verse with Marion at our meeting, and
then later discussing the same verse and my discomfort with the picture of Jesus
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that it created with Reverend McFarlane in our confirmation interview. I was
rather passionate as I explained my annoyance with this verse of Scripture to
Reverend McFarlane, and I vividly remember leaving that interview feeling
puzzled at the twinkle that I saw in his eyes as I ranted about my uncertainty
about who would want to be a disciple given those requirements.
Connecting with God’s presence in creation has long been a spiritual experience
for me, and it was as I observed the beauty of the natural world around me as a
young teen that I became convinced that God must be real. Looking back now, I
wonder how much of that appreciation for God’s creation stems from experiences I
had growing up in the PCF. I fondly remember Sunday school classes that took
place on Keith Reid’s sailboat in the middle of the river somewhere, and Easter
morning sunrise services beside the river. To this day, Easter morning is not the
same without being outdoors at dawn to celebrate the beauty of resurrection! As I
have moved into ministry myself, I find myself trying to share this passion for
God’s creation and appreciation for worship that takes place outside of the walls of
a church building with those whom I pastor.
Although I did not formally make a decision to pursue ministry until after I had
moved away from the PCF, I don’t take for granted the huge impact that these
early experiences of faith have had on my faith journey, and that they continue to
have on my ministry. It’s probably no coincidence that the community of faith that
I currently help to lead takes place in the lower level of the church in a space that
used to be a gym of sorts! The same interest in digging deeply into God’s Word
that I discovered at Marion Stewart’s kitchen table continues to serve me well as I
pursue my Master’s degree in Theological Studies right now. As I have pastored
junior high students over the past several years at Fort Garry Mennonite Brethren
Church, I have tried to care for them and show the same interest in their lives as
the adults in the PCF showed me when I was a teen. I am so grateful for the
shaping influence that the PCF has had on my life and my ministry, and I am
especially thankful for all of the people who played a part in that journey!
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Chapter 11
DENOMINATIONAL STORIES
Affiliation of the Anglicans
by Hilda Young
“Pinawa Christian Fellowship celebrates 50 years: An Anglican Perspective”
When I arrived in Pinawa in the fall of 1980 I was interested in finding an Anglican
church. The town information package said that the Pinawa Christian Fellowship
which is recognized by the Anglican Church of Canada, Baptist Union of Western
Canada, Mennonite. Presbyterian and United churches met at F. W. Gilbert School.
I was intrigued. At my first visit I met several people from different backgrounds
and was given a short history lesson. I soon learnt that the congregational structure
is more like the United and Presbyterian churches. The Anglicans stood out as they
came from a different background. However I learnt quickly to become adaptable!
The Anglican members though small in
number, (25%) were active in the choir,
Sunday school and the General committee.
Pinawa is in the Diocese Keewatin, which is
mostly in Northwestern Ontario.
The Anglicans were one of the original six
denominations that recognized the PCF
when it was formed in 1963. I was told that
Bishop Stiff wrote a letter authorizing the
current clergy to represent the Anglicans in
the congregation. Officially the Pinawa
Christian Fellowship is the Anglican Parish
Church in Pinawa. The minister is licensed
by the Bishop of Keewatin and the congregation forwards to the diocese DFBQ
payments. There has only been one Anglican priest: Rev. Gilbertson. In the first
two years of the fellowships existence the Anglicans provided pulpit supply once a
month. The first regular minister of the congregation was Don Ross, United
church. Rev. Gilbertson followed him. One of the early Anglican events I
remember was meeting Primate Ted Scott, head of the Anglican Church in Canada,
and explaining to him how the PCF worked. We had frequent visits from the
bishops for confirmation, baptism and general pastoral care. When we were
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between ministers they gave support. I remember meeting the Bishops of
Keewatin: Jim Allen (1974-1991). Tom Collings (1991-1996) and Gordon Beardy
(1993 Suffragan Bishop, 1996 to 2001 Bishop). The PCF choir attended the
installation of Bishop Collings as part of a mass choir.
A group of us went to the Sixth Renewal Conference October 15, 16, 17, 1993 in
Dryden, attended by Bishop Collings. We were introduced to Gordon Beardy there
and met many of the leaders of the aboriginal communities. Gordon Beardy in
Cree blessed us! The theme for the retreat was Companions on the Journey and the
speaker was Carey Landry: songwriter in service to our Lord. We were
appreciative of the opportunity to meet so many people from the rest of the
diocese. Later the PCF choir led the singing at Bishop Beardy’s induction on
December 8 1993! Several family members accompanied the choir and had the
chance to met Anglicans from across Canada including TV star Tina Keeper,
Gordon’s niece!
The PCF Communion service is based on the Anglican service. The distribution of
the elements encompasses all the traditions of the PCF but the minister gives the
chalice. Overall Roger Dutton has maintained the Anglican connection with the
Diocese. The Sacred circle meetings were held in Pinawa in 2005 and 2012 with
Rob Murray and Roger's support.

Affiliation of the Baptists
“The Baptist Presence “

by Derri Evans

Baptists have played a relatively small role in the history of the Pinawa Christian
Fellowship (PCF). When the polity of the PCF was being discussed in early 1963
by the “Pinawa Church Group” in Deep River, ON, the minister of the Deep River
Community Church, Rev. R. C. (Bob) Plant provided “significant, initial
assistance”. Rev. Plant was ordained a Baptist minister; he transferred his
allegiance to the United Church of Canada, apparently around the time of his
ministry in Deep River. The first Baptist lay person to have shown interest in the
new Pinawa church, a Mrs. S. Smith, attended the third meeting of what had
become the “Pinawa Church Organization Group” (PCOG). Her presence was
recorded in the minutes of the PCOG meeting held in Deep River on 11 September
1963.
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The major Baptist presence in the early days of the PCF in the village of Pinawa
concerned potential denominational affiliations. Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran,
Mennonite, Presbyterian and United Church of Canada representatives took part
in these discussions. Two meetings took place in the Broadway-First Baptist
Church in Winnipeg, a church associated with the Baptist Union of Western
Canada. For the most part, the six denominations were positive about the cooperative aspects of the PCF polity; most of the concerns about the constitution
and the calling of ministers to a “federated” church were expressed by the United
Church representatives. The other denominations felt that their concerns could be
addressed relatively easily.
Those matters were resolved over the years and the PCF became a model of a
“shared ministry”. At first, ministers from the six “parent” churches provided
spiritual sustenance on a rotating basis. A PCF representative from each
denomination often hosted the presiding minister. At least once this resulted in an
interesting experience. After the service, one minister, a Baptist, left without some
of his belongings. His hosts discovered this shortly after he left and took off after
him. A successful transfer of goods eventually took place at Bird's Hill Park, a
chase of about 80 km. Later, when ministers were called on a permanent basis,
such events were likely replaced by other colourful capers.
For Baptists, some things have changed and others have remained the same.
According to the minutes of the October 22 meeting at Broadway-First Baptist
Church, the Baptist population in 1963 was described in an estimate of the
denominational distribution of the PCF: 30% Anglican, 30% United Church, 10%
Roman Catholic and the “balance .... ”. That latter designation included Baptists. In
1993, when the PCF was struggling with what constituted church membership (for
the purposes of the financial support of our “parent” churches), the “master list” of
supporters indicated that about 80% of the parish consisted of people from the
United and Anglican communions. The Presbyterians had moved into third place
but Baptists of all colourations, stayed in the “balance” category. This demographic
does not appear to have changed much at the time of the PCF's 50th anniversary.
Despite its small numbers, Baptists have served the PCF as members of the
General Committee and in other committees and support roles. They also likely
introduced many of the communicants of the other denominations to Baptist
traditions. Infants are welcomed into the church in a “Dedication Service”, in
which the parents and the church family promise to help raise that child in a
Christian environment. That service was used for the dedication of both Rachel
and Heidi Dutton. Baptism by immersion would generally follow later, on
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confession of faith when the child has reached an age of understanding. For those
interested in unique events, Douglas Evans underwent Believer's Baptism,
conducted by Rev. Dr. Richard Corman (a Presbyterian) in traditional Baptist
fashion, by immersion. The non-traditional aspect (from a modern viewpoint) was
that the baptism took place in the waters of the Winnipeg River.
Mainline Baptist support of the PCF ended in the mid-1990s. The Baptist Union of
Western Canada (now the Canadian Baptists of Western Canada) declined to
continue its support of the PCF, primarily for logistical considerations. So the
number of parent churches shrunk from five at that time to the four remaining in
2013.
In retrospect, it is interesting that the beginnings of the PCF and of the Deep River
Community Church, which provided the PCF with many of its first communicants,
are similar in history and in structure. The concept of a multi-denominational
church in Deep River grew from discussions primarily between members of the
Anglican and United churches. According to the records, “When in September,
1945, Deep River was, for the most part, still a waste of sand and jack pine, various
religious groups commenced holding Sunday services in the growing little burgh”.
Later it was recorded that: “The two hundred and eighty eight replies (to a
questionnaire) made it overwhelmingly clear that early Deep River worshippers
wanted to be 'one in Christ' and rather than reverting to denominations they voted
in favour of one Community Church” (quotes from Excerpts from Deep River
Community Church History)

Affiliation of the Lutherans
by Tjalle Vandergraaf
As you will have read elsewhere in this book, the first meeting of the Pinawa
Church Committee was held in Pinawa on 6 October 1963. The minutes of this
meeting, duly recorded by Jock Guthrie, showed 26 residents in attendance,
including Mr and Mrs P E Spencer of a non-identified Lutheran denomination. At
this meeting, the Pinawa Church Committee morphed into the Pinawa Committee
for Christian Worship that selected as name for the congregation the Pinawa
Christian Fellowship (PCF). This committee was given the responsibility of
organizing fellowship activities and liaison with the supporting denominations:
Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran, Mennonite, Presbyterian and United Church. This
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six-member committee held a meeting in Winnipeg later that October with
representatives of these six denominations, including Rev. W. K. Raths from the
Canadian Synod of the Lutheran Church in America. The denominational
distribution in Pinawa at that time was seen as 30% each Anglican and United
Church, 10% Roman Catholic and the remainder consisting of "Mennonites,
Baptists, Lutherans and Presbyterians". For the first two years, the Anglican and
United denominations each provided a minister per month to lead the worship
services, while the other four denominations provided a minister on a cyclic basis.
Lutheran pastors who participated in this "pulpit supply" included Pastors W. K.
Raths, and R Jacob. The last Lutheran pulpit supply, by Rev R Jacob, appears to
have been in June of 1965 prior to the arrival of PCF's first minister, the Rev
Donald Ross.
Although the vision of the
founding members of the
PCF was to have non-Roman
Catholics in Pinawa worship
as a single congregation,
comments expressed as early
as 1964 showed some
concerns. At a meeting held
with denominational
representatives in Winnipeg
on 1 October 1964 to discuss
the proposed constitution of
the PCF, Pastor Wilfred
Raths mentioned that he had
discussed it with the
President of the region's
Lutheran Synod who had
only "minor comments about
this constitution but felt that
they could be solved 'with
very little difficulty'." The
main problem appeared to
deal with "the Sacrament"
[Holy Communion]. A
PCF-Lutheran shared Vacation Bible School
suggestion was made that
the problem could be solved the same way as in the Canadian Armed Forces. This
suggestion caused some concern with the Mennonite representatives who wanted
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to exclude any link between their pacifist conviction and the Armed Forces. It is
important in this context to note the view of the Lutheran tradition on the nature of
the presence of Christ in Holy Communion.
It should also be noted that the Anglican Bishop Hives expressed the view that
PCF would be a temporary organization in Pinawa and that, as the town would
grow, individual denominations would withdraw and start their own
congregation. Dr Abe Petkau also felt that the time would come when the PCF
organized on "the present basis" would not adequately serve all its members. He
hoped that, if a denomination were to break away from the PCF, the PCF would
give it its blessing.
At a second meeting with denominational representatives in Winnipeg on 5
November 1964, after the PCF had adopted its constitution, Pastor Raths stated
that the rules and regulations for membership in Lutheran churches was similar to
that in Anglican churches but that there was "difficulty with regard to the
constitution." He presented a counterproposal in a letter to Jock Guthrie that,
regrettably, appears to have been lost. The notes from this meeting also state that:
"[Pastor Raths] was then asked if there would be any problem in having the
Lutheran members attend the PCF for services, if there were no nearby Lutheran
churches. Pasture [sic] Raths said the Lutheran Church would encourage its
members to attend the PCF services rather than not go to church, but as soon as the
congregation was large enough, they would have their own services. He also
stated that it was not their desire to make Lutherans of members of other
denominations”.
The "Visitor Information" for both 1965 and 1966 lists Mrs Bud Bjornson (Sylvia
Bjornson) as the Lutheran denominational representative. However, the Visitor
Information for 1967 lists the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada as being "in
friendly association" with the PCF and mentions no Lutheran denominational
representative. It is also interesting to note that, at some time, a decision was made
to pay Pastor Bowen from Lac du Bonnet $2 per week for travel to instruct
Lutheran children. The minutes of the second annual meeting of PCF mention
that:
"Mrs Bjornson wanted to know what is to be done for those who do not agree with
Sunday school teaching literature H.A. Allen suggested this be given serious
study because they 'should not teach anything they don't believe'."
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The choice or instructional material for the youth of the PCF appears to have been
contentious, as the Minutes of the 47th meeting of the General Committee indicate.
Sylvia Bjornson moved that "the Anglican material be retained in a reference
library and not returned." and "that the Concordia Lutheran material be used for
the Junior High, preteen, junior, primary, kindergarten and nursery department."
This motion was seconded by H Allen and adopted after "another of the
committee's characteristically animated and none-the-less lengthy, discussions.
By 1966, Lutheran contingent of the PCF had grown substantially and numbered
close to 45 adherents. For a number of reasons, including the desire to educate the
Lutheran youth in the Lutheran tradition, including a confirmation program based
on Luther's Small Catechism, this group felt compelled to venture out on its own.
The Pinawa Lutheran Church began as a mission outreach from the Evangelical
Church of Canada and was officially organized on April 12,1968, some four and a
half years after the first PCF worship service in Pinawa. Records of the Pinawa
Lutheran Church show that the congregation consisted of 33 households at that
time, giving it a critical mass. This fact was apparently recognized by AECL in that
it allowed the Pinawa Lutheran congregation to use one of its homes for a manse.
Like all congregations in Pinawa, it held its worship services in a school
auditorium, in this case, that of W.B. Lewis School.
With three congregations worshipping in Pinawa in the late 1960s, each with its
own venue, there was relatively little interaction: each congregation had its own
Sunday school, its own catechism or confirmation program, and its own
ministerial supply. It is probably not too far from the truth that both the PCF and
the Pinawa Lutheran congregations were too occupied by providing their
members with spiritual care and were too self-sufficient to devote much time and
effort on joint ventures. A decision by the Lutheran congregation in the early 1990
to embark on a building program caused a marked change in the dynamics of the
Christian community in Pinawa. The construction of the first church building in
Pinawa was completed in 1992 December, soon followed by the Alliance Church
and, some years later, by the Roman Catholic Church. Around 1996, Pastor Barry
Bence, who was then serving the joint Pinawa - Lac du Bonnet Lutheran Parish,
and Rev Rob Murray started to discuss ways to cooperate by holding an occasional
joint worship service. This initial step grew over time by holding a joint service
during Advent and a "Carol and Lessons" service on the Sunday after Christmas, a
joint Good Friday service and joint summer worship services. Initially, summer
worship services alternated between F.W. Gilbert School and Pinawa Lutheran
Church but, over time, holding all services at the Lutheran Church made more
sense in that it avoided having to ship hymnals back and forth. Vacating the F W
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Gilbert School during the summer allowed the Whiteshell School Division staff to
perform required annual cleaning and maintenance in its building.
In the late 1990s, there were some preliminary discussions between PCF and
Pinawa Lutheran to explore options for PCF to use the Lutheran church building
for its worship services. However, the sanctuary of the Lutheran church proved to
be too small to accommodate the much larger PCF congregation and storage
facilities at the Lutheran church were inadequate. Currently, the two
congregations cooperate in joint Vacation Bible School and Sunday school
programs and in joint worship services during the summer. Relations between
PCF and the Pinawa Lutheran congregation remain amicable and there is a
genuine interest in working together.

Affiliation of the Mennonite Conference of Manitoba
by Lorna Hiebert
The conference of Mennonites in Manitoba (previous conference name) has been a
part of PCF since the inception. Records show that Abe Petkau was part of the
formative committee back in Deep River. When the committee made the decision
to be a multi-denominational congregation a call went out to various
denominations to see if they would like to be a part of this new vision. (Even
though there are not many models of multi-denominational churches, church
minutes indicate that the idea came from the military, who use a multidenominational protestant worship service format.) The conference of Mennonites
in Manitoba showed interest and were part of the collective denominational
discussions in the early 60’s in Winnipeg. Records indicate that the conference
minister Roy Vogt was the Mennonite representative at these meetings. (For a bit a
trivia: Roy Vogt and Abe Petkau were brothers-in-law!) PCF denominational
minutes recorded that Roy Vogt stated that Pinawa Christian Fellowship’s
Constitution was very similar to The Manitoba
Mennonite Church constitution and there should
not be any problems endorsing the planned
proposal.
The number of congregates who identified
themselves as Mennonites have always been few
in number. The records of 1980 indicate that there
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was only one person that identified as a Mennonite. In spite of the low numbers,
PCF has faithfully endorsed and supported the Mennonite Central Committee and
the Mennonite Disaster Service (out-reach organizations of all the Mennonite
Conferences) throughout the years. PCF has also continued to send financial
support to The Manitoba Conference.
When PCF celebrated its 40th anniversary, the general committee took the
initiative to contact the respective denominations to renew or revisit the joint
commitment made in 1963. Despite the lapse in time and change in personnel, the
Mennonite Conference of Manitoba continues to remain connected with PCF. As
the demographics of Pinawa and PCF have changed, there are more and more
retirees moving into town and the surrounding area. As a result there have been a
few more Mennonites who have shown up for worship or have decided to make
PCF there home congregation. Over the last couple of years, there has been a more
visible presence of the Mennonite Conference in our worship services. We have
had conference leaders preach and recently the Mennonite Male Choir lead us in
worship and song.
As we celebrate 50 years together, may we rejoice and give thanks for God’s
faithfulness through the years.

Affiliation of the Presbyterians
by Dennis Cann
“The Burning Bush” in the Pinawa Christian Fellowship
The involvement of Presbyterians in the Pinawa Christian Fellowship started with
the attendance of Mr.& Mrs. J. E. (Jock) Guthrie at the first organizational meeting
of the “Pinawa Church Group" on January 20th, 1963, in Deep River. A planning
committee composed of Dorothy Robertson (Anglican), Jim Putnam (United), Abe
Petkau (Mennonite) and Jock Guthrie (Presbyterian) was formed to pursue the
formation of a multi-denominational congregation that would worship and
Christian witness together without surrendering denominational identity.
Members of this committee met with denominational leaders of the Anglican,
Baptist Federation, Mennonite Conference, Evangelical Lutheran, Presbyterian and
United churches including the Rev. Alex F. MacSween, Presbyterian Mission
Superintendent and received their blessing.
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In October 1963 the Protestant Christians in Pinawa met and elected the PCF’s first
General Committee with Jock Guthrie as chairman. At the request of the Reverend
MacSween, Mr. Guthrie, representing the four Presbyterian families in Pinawa,
addressed a meeting of the Presbytery of Winnipeg, to inform them of the purpose
and aims of the PCF. Presbytery approved the cooperative approach taken by Mr.
McSween and adjured Presbyterians living in Pinawa to worship as members of
the PCF congregation. It also anticipated the time when it would be feasible to
erect a Presbyterian congregation as an integral part of the PCF. This came to pass
in 1973 when the number of Presbyterians residing in Pinawa had increased to a
number which warranted the formation of a congregation. Mission
Superintendent the Rev. Mac McLean presented a petition for this to the
Presbytery of Winnipeg. Presbytery directed that Presbyterians living in Pinawa
establish a “congregation of the Presbyterian Church in Canada, within the bounds
of the Presbytery of Winnipeg, that shall be an integral part of the Pinawa
Christian Fellowship”. The Rev. McLean was appointed Interim Moderator and
Mr Archie Carmichael and Mr. Hal Peterson were appointed assessor elders.
On March 12, 1973 a meeting of Presbyterians was held in the private dining room
at Kelsey House. Present at this meeting were the Rev. T.A. Pollock, acting for the
interim moderator, Mr and Mrs Archie Carmichael, Hal and Mary Peterson, Mrs.

2002: Visit of the Presbyterian Moderator: Dennis Cann, Rob Murray,
Moderator Mark Lewis, Synod Minister Sidney Chang, Judy Platford, Jock Guthrie.

Marg Baker, Miss Lillian Harper, Jock and Gladys Guthrie, Des and Alma
McCormac, Mrs. June Montgomery and Mr. Alex Ramsay. The first Kirk Session
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was elected at this meeting and was composed of the following elders Mrs. Marg
Baker, Mr. Archie Carmichael, Mr. Jock Guthrie, Mrs. June Montgomery and Mr.
Hal Peterson. The first meeting of the Session was held on April 23, 1973 with a
sederunt of The Rev. Mac McLean, Interim Moderator, elders A. Carmichael and
H.R. Peterson and elders-elect Mrs. Marg Baker, Mrs. June Montgomery and Mr.
Jock Guthrie. At the meeting Mr. Guthrie was elected Session Clerk and Mrs.
Baker was elected Session Treasurer.
The arrival of the Pinawa Christian Fellowship’s first Presbyterian minister, the
Rev. Harvie Barker, occurred later in 1973. He was called by the Fellowship to
replace the Rev. Brian Gilbertson, an Anglican Priest, who left at the end of June.
He was present as Moderator of the Oct. 30 session meeting and conducted the
Service of Ordination for the elders-elect at a General Meeting of the Presbyterians
in the Pinawa Christian Fellowship on Jan. 20 1974. The Rev. Barker conducted a
communicants’ class and graduates Carol Grant and Harvie and David Peterson
were the first young people added to the Communion Roll by profession of Faith
in March 1974. Other young Presbyterians who have become communicant
members by profession of faith include Eric and Allen Smith, Craig and Graham
Wright, Joye, Jonathon and Cameron Platford and Stephen Cann. The Rev. Barker
was the first of four Presbyterian ministers, the Rev. Richard Corman, the Rev. Rob
Ewing and the Rev. Rob Murray, that have been called by the PCF. The PCF and
Presbyterians especially are very pleased that Joye Platford completed studies at
Presbyterian College in Montreal and is now an ordained minister in the
Presbyterian Church in Canada.
Throughout the PCF’s first 50 years, Presbyterian lay people have actively
participated both in the life of the PCF and the higher courts of the Presbyterian
Church. Jock Guthrie, Hal Peterson, Ray Baker, Garry Haacke, Sim Gascoyne,
Dennis Cann and Chuck Vandergraaf have chaired the PCF General Committee for
thirteen terms. Many of these plus others such as Marg Baker, Eleanor Smith and
Judy Platford have served in many other positions on the General Committee as
well as contributing regularly to Sunday worship with the senior choir or as
church school leaders or musicians. The Pinawa Session has also been well
represented in the higher courts of the Presbyterian Church. Marg Baker, Jock
Guthrie, Marlene Hall, Judy Platford, Irene Sedge and Eleanor Smith have been
Commissioners to the annual General Assembly, Jock Guthrie served on a
national church committee while he, Archie Carmichael, Marg Baker, Judy Platford
and Eleanor Smith have served as Representative Elders to Winnipeg Presbytery of
the Presbyterian Church during the last 40 years.
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Although maintaining this strong connection to the parent church the PCF
Presbyterians as a whole have been enriched and their Christian faith deepened by
worshipping and serving together with their sister denominations in the PCF and
look forward to continue in the PCF as long as the Lord has a use for it!

Affiliation of the United Churchgoers
by Rob Murray
“The United Church of Canada in the Pinawa Christian Fellowship”
The United Church of Canada was founded in 1925 as a merger of four Protestant
denominations: the Methodist Church of Canada, the Congregational Union of
Ontario and Quebec, two-thirds of the congregations of the Presbyterian Church in
Canada, and the Association of Local Union Churches. Those Local Union
Churches were mainly in the newly settled Western Provinces where the
denominational differences of more populated areas didn't make sense. It's no
surprise, then, that the United Church, not yet forty years old, was very receptive
to the idea of a cooperative church in the brand new town of Pinawa, Manitoba.
Many United Church members who were moving from Deep River Ontario to
Pinawa were present and supportive at the first meetings. When the organizing
committee met for the first time in Pinawa Jim Putnam represented the United
Church and Don Green was added to the committee at the next meeting. Jim and
Don attended a meeting of the Selkirk Presbytery of the United Church in October
of 1963 only to discover that it was also the very first meeting of the newly
organized Presbytery! They were elected corresponding members of Presbytery
but were warned that they might have difficulty finding ministerial supply.
Sunday school began two Sundays before the first worship service but on
November 3, 1963, when the Pinawa Christian Fellowship first gathered for
worship, it was the United Church minister from Dugald, Manitoba, the Rev A.
Tony Friebert, who presided. For the first two years of the PCF worship was
provided on the first Sunday of the month by a United church minister. Then, in
August of 1965, the Rev. Don Ross of the United Church was called as the first
minister of the congregation. The third minister of the PCF, the Rev. Harvie Barker,
was a Presbyterian when called but transferred to the United Church of Canada
part way through his time in ministry here. Ministers, however, are only part of
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the story. Throughout the history of the PCF it has been the dedicated lay members
who have kept connections with the denominations lively.
It was United Church members who organized a local branch of the C.G.I.T.
(Canadian Girls in Training) and many of those first, dedicated Sunday School
teachers were committed members of the United Church. In the early years it was
the exciting "new curriculum" of the United Church that was chosen for those
overflowing classes. Many United Church resources have formed our worship
including the old blue Hymnal, the Green Songs for a Gospel People and, now,
Voices United and More Voices.
Our Women's Christian Fellowship, later the Ladies Guild, has cooperated with
the United Church Women (UCW) over the years and, even though they drew
from all denominations, have hosted Provincial and even a National UCW
Gathering in Pinawa.
As the largest Protestant denomination in Canada the number of United Church
members in the PCF has also been proportionately large and they have taken
leading roles in the congregation. After fifty years we remain active members of
the Selkirk Presbytery and the Manitoba and North West Ontario Conference. We
contribute representatives to the regular meetings and members to standing
committees. Our ministers, whatever their denomination, participate in the life and
work of Presbytery and one of our members, Rob Smith, has served as educational
supervisor for United Church students for ministry and as the Pastoral Charge
Supervisor for our neighbouring congregation in Whitemouth. In 2013 as our
neighbouring United Church congregations decline in numbers they look to
Pinawa as a model of cooperation and a possibility for their own future.
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Chapter 12
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY
FAITH STORIES
My Journey to the Pinawa Christian Fellowship
by Elaine Kon
This is my journey to the Pinawa Christian Fellowship in Pinawa, Manitoba. I was
born and raised in Winnipeg (Windsor Park Area), Manitoba. I was baptised in
the Roman Catholic faith in May 1962. I was never comfortable with the Roman
Catholic faith and only followed it because that's how I was raised. My husband
Perry was born and raised in Pointe Du Bois, Manitoba. Like me, he was also
baptised in the Roman Catholic faith.
After moving to LaSalle, Manitoba in 1990, I started attending the Avonlea United
Church in Domain, Manitoba. From my first visit there, I felt like I belonged. In
April 1998, I received a Certificate of Confirmation into the United Church of
Canada. In 2006, we moved to our retirement home (Perry wanted to move back
to the area he grew up in) in Pinawa, Manitoba. Before moving, I was searching
the Internet for a United Church in the Pinawa area. I came across the PCF. Just
like Avonlea, from my first visit to the PCF, I felt like I belonged.
So, unlike most of the people in Pinawa, AECL was not the reason for me coming
to Pinawa. My husband (Perry) and the United Church are the reasons that
brought me to the PCF. The people are the reason I transferred my membership
over to the PCF from Avonlea.

Renewing Our Wedding Vows
By Thelma Boase
In May 1966, Derek and Thelma Boase, along with their children, Carol and Philip
emigrated from England to Canada. They arrived in Pinawa on a wet rainy night.
Derek was an analytical chemist working for AECL. Thelma started teaching at the
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Lewis School in 1967. Many hours were spent at their cottage on the Lee River or in
the boat exploring the Winnipeg River. Derek was the organist and choir director
for the Pinawa Christian Fellowship for man, many years. Music was his passion.
Thelma sang in the choir for a number of years.
In April 2004, Derek and Thelma were the first and only couple to celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary by renewing their wedding vows at the Pinawa
Christian Fellowship with the Rev. Robert Murray officiating.

Fond Memories of Pinawa and the PCF
By Dianne Rummery
We left 29 years ago which I find extraordinarily hard to believe. However by that
time we had raised two prairie kids –realized that when we hit the Ontario border
and they complained about all the Ontario license plates blotting the horizon. We
went to Burlington, which has a wonderful eco-climate, warmer than Toronto
because of the escarpment and we found the gardens and the fruit available
enchanting.
But we missed
the clean crisp
air of Pinawa,
so many
kitchens I
could drop
into for a chat
and a cup of
coffee and the
familiarity of a
village where
we had lived
for 14 years. I
would see a
car and think,
there goes so
and so and
realize
instantly that I
was in foreign
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territory and the car I knew was in Pinawa. When we arrived in eastern climes, I
was driving a chevette with compulsory Manitoba frost shields on the front
windows. I parked at the local mall soon after we arrived and when I came back
to the car, two women were contemplating the car and its windows. One declared
it not a very fancy vehicle to have bullet proof windows. I just grinned and drove
away!
We arrived in Pinawa in 1971 and my memories of the PCF are during Harvie
Barker’s and Rich Corman’s time in the pulpit. I remember Harvie was a
compassionate intelligent and extremely shy man with a wonderful wife who
started the Pinawa Day Care Centre—Children’s Place. I was on the first Board
and remember dealing with the Manitoba rules for institutions developed before
the First World War for orphanages to which we had to comply—a difficult task in
a house designed by governments watching the bottom line. Although there was
some fairly draconian dissent, Children’s Place flourished under Marnie Sagert
who was also very active in the PCF.
I remember Rich Corman’s time best because he helped our family in such an
intuitive way. My father had died in difficult circumstances and Rich found out
somehow and came to the house with compassion and common sense. Later when
our daughter Tara had to undergo surgery for scoliosis, Rich spoke to her about
her rights as a patient and even though she was just a kid that she was to speak up
if things seemed wrong to her. When she was in hospital on a Stryker frame before
her body cast, nursing students came to practice flipping the frame and the
instructor chose Tara’s. I came back from lunch to hear the outrage of a 13-year old
chastising the students for not putting on her seat belt. If she had been too
intimidated to warn them, the results could have been catastrophic.
Rich was part of that American demographic dealing with the fractious time of the
Vietnam War and some of his opinions reflected that history. I remember how
impressed we were because he sent a tape of one of his sermons to the hiring
committee. Although he always referenced scripture, I always felt he was very
much a humanist. During his time at the helm, I developed a service with much
help from the PCF literature –Balloons Belong in Church—which included quotes
from Kahil Gibrahn—the philosopher king of my generation. The Wrights, the
Johnsons and the Reids were involved; however, it must have been memorable
only to me as none of them remember! The tenor of the PCF was celebratory—old
people were over 35 and the cemetery was empty. Our family remembers Easter
services at the river with the launching of balloons and breakfast at Torgersons
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who lived nearby. I also remember the Agape suppers that Rich started which
were wonderful family times.
Music was always a highlight of PCF services. Some excellent singers were in the
choir including Heather Westdal, Dorothy Walker and Keith Chambers. Glenys
Dutton was a superb choir leader and seemed to have a broad knowledge of
ecclesiastical music. Then there was the Junior Choir in which Tara sang when
Glenys Sagert was in charge and eventually Tara took it over and Jo-Anne
Kukurudz accompanied on the piano. Tara, who had little knowledge of music,
still had a good ear and chose pieces her charges could manage. She said faith
came because the children would be so dreadful in practice and then produced
such a sweet sound before the congregation. I taught in the Sunday school during
this period and remember the Christmas concerts very fondly, some of which I
organized, always with the Yvonne Oldaker benchmark in mind. She had
produced a brilliant pageant before we came I think and it stayed in the
congregational memory for many years. I sent some notes on my memories of
Sunday school to Leny.
I remember a warm family supportive feeling about the PCF and welcomed the
amalgamation of Protestant creeds it represented so happily. I hear so often of
petty difficulties in church congregations and recall none in Pinawa’s PCF but then
none of our family were members of the church Board! With fond memories of a
wonderful time in our lives and the people who contributed to that joy,

Memories by Annie A. Green
PCF Sunday school: When I left St. James (Winnipeg) and my church, Deer Lodge
United, in the summer of 1963, I had no idea what to expect of this new home
carved out of the bush with, as yet, no paved streets, school, church or shopping
centre. One consolation was that since no one knew me or my background, I
would not be asked to take part in any of the activities that had kept me so very
busy during the years in St. James. Not only had I run a private kindergarten from
my home but also the Sunday school kindergarten class at church; a group of
about 80 children. I enjoyed every minute of it but was looking forward to relaxing
and spending more time with my husband and four children.
Not long after arriving in Pinawa, a gentleman, Mr. Allen, came to tell me that he
had heard that I was an experienced Sunday school teacher and he asked if I
would consider taking on a Sunday school class in the new church. There I was
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again; how could I ever say no and did I even want to? Of course, I agreed and set
about planning for the start up of the new PCF Sunday school.
With no church building, the church held services in the newly opened school,
W.F. Gilbert School, and Sunday school was held in the classrooms. The numbers
were small and easily managed and the program got off to a good start. My family
became immersed in the church life with my husband, Don, helping with services,
as needed, and our daughter Sheila involved in the crib room, which was in the
multi-purpose room.
This continued for several years until my life situation became more complicated
with the arrival of child number five and my decision to return to university. It
was time for me to turn the reigns over to someone new.
Our relationship with the PCF continued for the thirty-eight years that we resided
in Pinawa. Even now, after twelve years of absence, I continue to think of it as my
church.
PCF and Little Grand Rapids First Nation: The PCF struck a committee to
encourage the development of a relationship with the people of Little Grand
Rapids First Nation, a remote community that is 285 kilometres (air miles) north of
Winnipeg. To this end, a group of young people with adult leaders made their way
by boat and canoe to visit the reservation one summer. This resulted in an
invitation being extended to their young people to, in turn, visit Pinawa. Our
young visitors were billeted in various homes, including three young boys
between the ages of 12 and 15 that spent time in our home during summer
vacation.
The boys were quite delightful although their knowledge of the English language
was very limited and communications, at times, was difficult. Their favourite
foods seemed to be meat, bread, coke, chips and coffee and although we tried to
encourage them to eat vegetables, we had limited success. On the other hand, they
were thrilled with the opportunity to ride bicycles. This was a new experience for
them and they practised for hours by riding down our sloped driveway, which
gave them the momentum to wheel down the street and practise balancing on the
bike. They also had planned activities with other youth during the course of their
visit. It was a most enjoyable time and we missed them when they left.
Our next experience with Little Grand Rapids was very different and happened
more from miscommunication than careful planning. I was asked if we would take
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in two girls and I assumed it was for another summer visit but soon learned that I
had agreed to take them for the school year. It was not without relief that I learned
that it would be one 10-year old girl!
Verna arrived in time to start the school year and we were told she would be in
Grade 6. Unfortunately, since her English language skills were poor, her Language
Arts skills lagged behind her age group in our mainstream school and she was
placed in the Grade 5 classroom. Initially, she kept asking us to “talk slower” and
“read slower” but over time she started to improve, especially with the extra
attention provided by the resource teacher, Phyllis Briercliffe. At the time, I was
also a resource teacher, working in Lac du Bonnet so the following year I enrolled
her in the Lac du Bonnet School where I could oversee her language development
more closely. She returned to Pinawa for Grade 7. Despite her struggles with
English she had an active social life in Pinawa with many friends. She rode her
bicycle, roller skated, joined Girl Guides and enjoyed sports of all sorts. She was
also an enthusiastic musician and never had to be reminded to practise.
After three years in Pinawa, she returned to her family in Little Grand Rapids to
continue her education. As an adult, she has been able to contribute to her
community and works for band; first, working in the school providing
administrative support and then, providing support for band members that need
medical treatment in Winnipeg. This inter-cultural exchange appears to have been
a success for all who participated.

Cloud of Witness
by Joye Platford
“Pinawa Birthday Big Tent Sermon 2008, by the Rev. Joye Platford”
It is good to be home. Home in Pinawa that is. No
matter where we go, Pinawa is home. I am
honoured to be asked to speak and a little
overwhelmed. Twenty years ago, I would not have
imagined being in front of you all. I was not shy but
I was not outspoken either, I was just a normal
person, and I had confidence and self-assurance. I
am sure that confidence came from my family, as
well as from growing up in a small town. When I
graduated in 1988, the town was 25 years old and
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now in 2008 it is 45 years old. Something I would not have imagined for our little
Pinawa – My how we have all grown up and changed! It is amazing how much
homier and wonderful our little town is as we go and come back to it as we get
older. The town has changed and we have changed but we still have a connection
– hopeful mostly positive above and beyond any negative. At our birthday
celebration of our town, there is that sense of history and connection. We have
been part of something and we are part of something that continues. We share
common histories with people, our neighbours, our classmates, our workmates,
our friends, those from the past and the present. Together we have witnessed each
other’s lives, we have shared events, and we are part of each other whether we like
it or not.
In the movie “Shall we dance” – which was filmed in Winnipeg in the exchange
district I think, Susan Sarandon says – “one gets married so you have a witness to
your life”. I was thinking about that comment in relation to a small town; in
coming from a small town you have many witnesses to your life. There are people
who have seen you grow up or people who have seen you thrive, struggle or just
be your ordinary self. It is hard to be an unknown in a small town. (Well unless
you are new to town – then you are still known as the new person - usually in so&-so’s old house – or the one who is married to or friends with or works with so&-so). You are noticed, hence never unknown – even if you wanted to be. It is part
of the charm of a small town and part of the aggravation as well.
In the text this morning from Hebrews there is also that sense of collectiveness, of
witness of lives of people who have lived faithfully. Hebrews chapter 11 is a great
chapter, a review of all ones’ Old Testament Sunday school stories. Instead of
reading all 39 verses, I only chose selected ones, but this chapter is a list of people
who lived by faith in God. There were Cain and Abel (Abel’s faith made his
sacrifice more acceptable than his brother’s), Enoch (who’s faith allowed him to
enter heaven without dying), Noah, (who built an ark by faith to save his family
and all the animals), Abraham (who had faith to go to a new land, and hope for
future generations), Isaac (who saw his children live to become a nation), Jacob
and Esau (two brothers who struggled to be blessed), Sarah (who by faith had
children in her old age), Moses’ mother (who had faith that God would save her
son), Moses himself (who had to have faith to lead his people), the Israelites (who
had to have faith that God would lead them out of the wilderness), Rahab (the
prostitute who had faith that she and her family would be safe if she helped
Israelite spies), as well as other leaders of faith such as Gideon, Barak, Samson,
Jephtha, David, Samuel, Prophets, countless nameless women, and suffering,
imprisoned and killed (martyred) followers. It was by having faith that these
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people witnessed God working in their lives. We in turn witness their lives by
learning about or reading their stories. Their stories of lives of faith (many of them
following the principles of the beatitudes) are meant to strengthen us and be an
example for us (both their good choices and bad choices).
I am a pretty normal person, but I sometime look over my shoulder and think
“what am I doing be a minister – God has been faithful to me – but how is it I get
to encourage and be part of so many people’s lives in the past 8 years, to witness
their struggles and successes?” This minister learns just as much from her people
as the people learn from her.
This passage from Hebrews came to mind when I was thinking about what to
share with you this weekend. The passage contains a wonderful phrase: “Cloud of
witness”. However, that is in the NIV bible and I asked that the passage be read in
The Message paraphrase. Just to mix things up for you and for me, The Message uses
the words: “Pioneers that blazed the way, veterans cheering us on”. So hold on to
those images for a minute, pioneers, veterans, a cloud of witness (our own
cheering section of faith).
One of the significant events in life is high school graduation. In a small town, it is
very significant – it is a farewell, and a time of transition. From graduation,
everyone goes on – to begin studies, to work, to travel. It is a community event to
celebrate the graduates, and to cheer them on. The people of the town become
their cloud of witness. You folks that I am standing in front of are part of my cloud
of witness. Maybe you were or maybe you were not in the gym the day I
graduated, 20 years ago. However, you have been part of leach others lives and of
the community of this town. Teachers, parents, classmates, residents and friends,
those living and those who have passed away, have become that living and eternal
memory, pioneers, veterans, cloud of witness. When I look out I see part of my
cloud of witness – you people and this community who have helped me be who I
am. Now look around at your neighbours – they are part of your living cloud of
witness. These are the people who think well of you and want you to do well - to
have faith in God and what God can do in your life. When people watch a sporting
event or a musical or theatre event they want the people to do well – they are
cheering them on, wishing them well, and hoping for the best. It is the same with
the people we are connected to: most people want others to do well and feel bad
and empathize when that is not the case. It is in the hard times, the challenges, the
struggles as well ordinary times that we can draw on the strength and
encouragement of our cheering sections, our cloud of witnesses.
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I remember when I conducted my first funeral – I was so nervous. I spoke to
another minister friend and she said to me “Joye, don’t worry about it, most people
are just glad it is you doing it and not them. Go out and do what you were trained
to do – everyone is just wishing you well and praying for you as you do it”. It
helps to think that people are wishing you well; it is unlikely that they are waiting
for you to mess up. I did not stutter or miss anything – I went ahead with a sense
of strength. (I since have done about 100 or so funerals in the past 8 years)
Most weeks in church I wear a stole – part of my liturgical wear – outfit. Part of
that is a stole – given to me by PCF and commissioned by Iris Roundtree – that
depicts the Canadian Shield – the lake, the wildflowers, the clear blue day sky and
the northern lights. I bring your influence and my growing up in this community
with me into my ministry. One of the influences has been to try to build a strong
community atmosphere into my churches – of grace, acceptance and community
belonging. You too take the influence of this community into your lives –
hopefully to build an atmosphere of co-operation and belonging.
We go forward in life by faith – looking forward to best times (rather than thinking
the best times are behind us). The times and the moments we are living in now are
only a small slice of time compared to eternity. What helps is looking to our
veterans of faith, pioneers, trailblazers – those who have gone before us – or along
with us. For some of us, it may even be helpful at times to think of those Bible
stories and of people that inspire us, of our family past and present whose faith
and belief inspired and strengthened us and of the friends that are in our corner.
For us as Christians – followers of Jesus – we have the ultimate strength given to
us through Him.
I love how Eugene Peterson, the writer of The Message translation puts it: “Do you
know what that means – we better get on with it (life), keep your eyes on Jesus.”
While we are doing that, we listen to our cheering section – those who want us to
have a life well-lived and fulfilled. Our race – our life goes on into the next life of
eternity – and we too become a part of that cloud of witnesses for others.
Thank you for being part of my life and ministry and Blessings to all of you as you
live your lives, sharing your faith and cheering for others. Amen.
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Chapter 13
FUNDRAISING FUN
Fundraising has been an integral part of PCF volunteerism over its 50 year history
and has brought many people together in an effort to raise funds for the PCF or a
worthwhile Mission project. The projects and activities have included: Recycling
at the Pinawa Recycling Depot; Bird Seed sales; Talent Auctions; Christmas
Bazaars; Various Teas organized by the Guild; Flower Plant sales; Easter Lily sales;
EMCA Intermission Coffee and Goodies; Strawberry Picking; Church Calendar
sales; Christmas Poinsettias sales; Surprise lunchbox sales; and a variety of
concerts (Satin Dolls, Sisters of the Holy Rock and Simpson’s Folly). Note that this
list may not be complete and inclusive. The items mentioned above were mostly
included in the PCF Fund Raiser Binder obtained from Rob’s Office. Below are a
few highlights of some of these very worthwhile, fun and successful projects, as
contributed by their organizers.

Fund Raising Through Recycling
by Derri Evans
Parishioners of the Pinawa Christian Fellowship have been involved in recycling
from the time it began in earnest in Pinawa in 1989. Morgan Brown was one of the
pioneers of that initiative. Nat Fenton and Derri Evans became regular volunteers
in the late 1990s. By 2000, the recycling operation (now officially Pinawa Recycling
Inc.) had grown large enough to construct a fully integrated depot next to the
Town Yard on Lagoon Road and to look to returning to the community some of
the revenue earned from collecting, sorting and selling of recyclables. In November
of that year, what became known as the “Community Service Groups Fund
Raising Program” was started whereby volunteers from these groups worked at
the depot to earn money for their organizations. It was a program that would
continue through the transition of Pinawa Recycling Inc. from a fully volunteerrun organization to one administered and staffed by the Local Government District
of Pinawa.
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The PCF was one of the first groups to take advantage of this fund raising
opportunity. From 2000 to 2012, these volunteers earned close to $7000 toward the
operation of the church and for the outreach programs supported by the PCF,
including our local food bank. Perhaps just as important, the parishioners not only
played a key role in the growth of a recycling operation that processed about 98
tonnes of materials in 2001 to one that handled 146 tonnes in 2012, but also in
helping to establish a strong recycling culture in the Local Government District of
Pinawa, a demonstration of an attitude of stewardship of what God has given us.

Bird Seed
by Dennis Cann
“Some seed fell along the path, and the birds came and devoured it”
In 2000 the PCF started to sell bird seed each fall as a service to Pinawa as a whole
and to raise approximately $500 annually to support PCF programs. Holly Parcey
was the first co-ordinator followed by Sim and Mel Gascoyne, Jay and Bernice
Hawton and Dennis and Shirley Cann. Residents pre-ordered bags of seeds that
were then picked up at Agri-Tel at Beausejour and delivered to their homes by
PCF volunteers. Over the years Nat Fenton and Jay Hawton have played a major
role in the deliveries by donating the use of their trucks for the pickups. Many
others including some of the youth group have helped with the actual deliveries.
Sales have typically been split evenly between PCF’ers and other Pinawa residents.

Talent Auctions
by Betty McCamis, Mel Gascoyne and Sim Stroes-Gascoyne
During the period of the late 1980’s and into the 1990’s, PCF funds were limited
and a variety of fundraising methods were used to enhance revenue for the PCF.
One of these methods was to hold an auction of the many talents and gifts of
labour and love donated by PCF members. Hence the PCF “Talent Auction” was
born. What made the auctions fun and exciting events was the possibility of being
able to ‘up’ someone else’s bid and to realise that the entire bid would be used to
increase PCF funds and so support church activities.
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The first PCF talent auction was held following a church service in the late 1980s. It
was organized by Jamie Davison, Barbara Andres and Betty McCamis. Len
Molinski graciously volunteered his auctioneering skills. The bidding was spirited.
The children and teens got involved by offering such items as used golf balls or
babysitting services. Derek Boase had offered his handyman services. This item
was so popular that Derek did work for various folks (including painting skirting
boards throughout the Gascoyne family’s home) and continued handing in money
long after the sale was over. When the final numbers were tallied, the first talent
auction had raised well over two thousand dollars.
Second and third talent auctions were held in Gilbert school gym on a week day
evening, in 2006 and 2008, respectively, organized by Mel Gascoyne with expert
help from Nat Fenton and Betty McCamis. These were a lot of fun, especially
through the comic and very effective bidding antics of Keith Reid, resulting in ice
cream pails of strawberries going for the astronomical price of $36. Food items
such as cakes, cookies and muffins were a favorite, especially with sweet-toothed
PCF men, A fancy Sunday luncheon for 4 (Dorothy Walker) went for a good price,
as did a trip to Gimli in a luxury Jaguar (the Gascoynes), lunch at the local
restaurant included.

Eileen Mestery and Mel Gascoyne, Talent Auction
2006

Talent Auction 2006

PCF members owning a truck offered trips to the dump (Nat Fenton, Rob Smith),
others offered car trips to Winnipeg (Marg Stokes), while rototilling gardens
(Grant Delaney), grass cutting (Mac Pellow) and window washing (Owen and
Trevor Gascoyne) were also on the block. Food items such as gourmet pizzas (Rob
Murray), pounds and pounds of homegrown vegetables (you had to like potatoes
and baseball bat sized zucchinis) and homemade jams and jellies were also
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snapped up, as were doggie goodies (Cindy Litke), cosmetic gift baskets (Judy
Platford) and repairing broken jewellery (Sim Gascoyne). One PCF member (Sim
Gascoyne) is the proud owner of not one but three queen-sized hand-knitted
Afghan bed spreads (crafted by Judy Platford and Elaine Kon). Getting your taxes
done was made easy by bidding on the talents of Betty McCamis.
A wonderful boat trip on the Lee River including a steak dinner (offered by Doug
and Marlene Hall) was snapped up as well as a 6 h stint of Genealogy (Doreen
Pellisier). Sailing (Keith Reid) and canoe outings (Doug Platford) were also bid on.
In the 2006 auction a local politician even offered a few hours of driving his
campaign Mini Cooper for auction, which was snapped up by Mel Gascoyne who
used to drive his Mums Mini while living in the UK. But probably the most
popular items were the pails of strawberries, handpicked by members of the
Women’s Guild. If memory serves us right, the 2006 auction also brought in close
to $2000 while the 2008 auction may have resulted in about $1500 for PCF.
The fourth auction was held in October 2011, in the main room of the Ironwood on
a Sunday afternoon and bidding again was fierce on unique and useful items,
including a manicure, dog walking, ski waxing, a 8” by 10” photo enlargement,
snow mobile rides, professional teeth whitening and many of the already
mentioned talents, resulting in about $1200 for the PCF.
These talent auctions are a wonderful way to both contribute talents and bid on
unique items and services while raising funds for the PCF activities and mission
endeavors and no doubt will continue to be held every few years as a source of fun
and worthwhile fundraising.

Christmas Bazaars
by Holly Parcey
PCF Bazaar - A Green Christmas November 15, 2007
PCF took an environmentally sensitive approach and celebrated a "Green
Christmas" with the community in 2007 at its Christmas Bazaar. We offered a
variety of recycled items - "attic treasures", books for children and adults, scarves
of all sorts, and houseplants. We also offered gifts that celebrated the
environment - fair trade items from 10,000 Villages, home-made crafts, nylon
shopping bags, and reusable Christmas gift bags.
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A church Christmas Bazaar is nothing without multiple tables of home-made
baked goods. Church members enthusiastically supplied all manner of baked
goods, from buns to shortbread, to the delight of visitors. Our silent auction was a
crowd pleaser with a dozen gifts won by appreciative shoppers at the end of the
day. After a little shopping, visitors could sit and enjoy tea and cake prepared and
served by the PCF Ladies Guild. Catching up with friends was accompanied by
live Christmas music played by local piano students. Children had a chance to
meet Mrs. Claus and participate in the arts and crafts at the activity centre set up in
the hallway. Mrs. Claus delighted children with treasures hidden in the pockets of
her festive skirt as she wandered through the bazaar on breaks away from the craft
table.

PCF Bazaar 2007: Beth Parr, Deb Smith, Cindy Litke

The bazaar was a big success because of our jolly group of volunteers! Many
thanks to those who worked so hard to create a wonderful event to kick off the
Christmas season in 2007.
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Chapter 14
FUTURE VISION – WHAT’S NEXT?
by Rob Murray and Tjalle Vandergraaf

Some thoughts on the future of PCF
The history of the PCF has been closely intertwined with that of Pinawa. In the
early years, Pinawa experienced a rapid growth, from the increased workforce at
the -then-Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment and a rather high birthrate. I
remember that, back in 1970, 15 babies were born to parents living on one street
alone! I would be surprised if that number of babies were born in all of Pinawa in
2012. Canada Census shows that Pinawa's population peaked in 1986 with close to
2100. Five years later, the population had decreased to 1806, but even then, there
were 400 children between the ages of five and 20. Pinawa had two elementary
schools and one high school, PCF had Sunday school classes for each elementary
grade. From four photo directories that PCF had prepared over a 30-year period,
in 1983, 1997, 2002 and 2013, Rob Murray extracted some interesting information
on family sizes, just by looking at the family pictures. It should be emphasized
that these numbers are only an indication of the trends in membership as not all
members are represented and not all individuals pictured are members.
Individuals
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Families
Members

1983
8
28
51
108
45
-

1997
12
60
9
68
50
12
-

2003
21
82
15
32
10
-

2013
26
106
9
8
5
-

75
240

75
218

77
160

85
154

Where in 1983 the predominant family unit consisted of four members, by 1997, a
four-member family unit was only slightly more prevalent than a two-member
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family, indicating that "the kids had flown the coop." By 2003, now a decade ago,
the predominant family unit consisted of two people. . Information gleaned from
the 2013 photo directory shows a continuation of this trend.
Looking at the actual photographs from 2013, none of the two-member families can
be considered to be young other than perhaps young in heart.
The occupation density (the number of people living in a single residence)
supports the trend: where in 1981 there were close to four people per dwelling, by
2011 this had dropped below two.
The latest Census Canada results confirm our suspicion: Pinawa is an aging
community. Only one in eight residents is between five and 20 and one in three
residents is over 65.
Predicting the future is easy; getting the prediction right is another matter. Unless
there is a marked change in the economic situation in Pinawa, we can reasonably
expect that the aging of the town will continue and that the demographics of both
Pinawa and PCF will shift towards an increasingly older constituency. This
presents an additional challenge and an opportunity to the PCF. The challenge is
to remain viable in the near future and the opportunity is to reach out to seniors.
If one looks back at PCF over the last 50 years, it is remarkable how the makeup of
the congregation has changed, in terms of numbers of members, the age
distribution, and the denominational affiliation. When PCF was formed, a
conscious decision was made to make it a multi-denominational congregation and
not a non-denominational congregation. The danger of the latter is that, without a
formal denominational "anchor," a congregation can drift both theologically and
socially into uncharted waters depending on the leadership of the congregation. A
denominational congregation is anchored in the tenets of its parent denomination
that sets certain boundary conditions for the congregation and its leadership to
follow. PCF, as a multi-denominational congregation can then be seen as a boat
that is securely moored with four anchors. Whether the lines that hold these
anchors are strong is another matter. When PCF was formed, most of its members
joined from the, initially six and currently four, denominations and each member
brought its own "denominational baggage" but also a willingness to accept the
theological and liturgical diversity of its constituent denominations. For example,
while the worship service is more or less structured along the lines of that of the
United and Presbyterian churches, the protocol of dealing with the elements of
Holy Communion is based on a different theological interpretation and is accepted
by those who hold an alternate view. On the other hand, those members who were
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raised in a more formal worship service, have accepted a more loosely structured
worship service. Instruction of the youth in the congregation is done along
denominational lines as well. However, with fewer and fewer young people in the
congregation and the lack of emphasis of specific theological views of the four
current denominations, it is conceivable that, over time, these theological
differences may become even less important. By the end of 2011, a full 25% of the
membership of PCF did not declare an association with any of the current four
constituent denominations. The end result is that PCF may eventually become
more of a "community church" without a distinct denominational stamp. There are
some advantages to this trend because it could make PCF more attractive to people
who put a higher emphasis on living out their mandate as Christians than on
centuries-old theological arguments.
Again, PCF is not alone in this respect. As one expert on church relations has
stated,
"The glue that holds congregations together now is, in many places, a different
glue than it used to be. Denominational loyalty, doctrinal specificity , and a
particular culture no longer function the way they used to."
However, care should be taken not to erase the rich history of the four constituent
denominations and members of these groups might consider studying their
representative theology.
As PCF enters its second half century, it is important to keep its Mission Statement
in mind, especially in light of the changes in the Canadian culture. In this context,
I was reminded of comments made by the Rev. Barry Bence in 1993 on the occasion
of the 25-year anniversary of the Pinawa Lutheran Church:
"The culture of Canada is significantly changing. In 1960 two out of three
Canadians was in church in a Sunday morning. There was social pressure on those
who stayed home. Now only about one in five people attend church on a Sunday
morning, Secular humanism says that humanity can be its own God. Relativism
leaves no room for God's Truth as a basis on which we can build our lives." and
"It will be very difficult to build churches in the future. More and more we will
have to focus on building faith in people in a culture that offers a lot of other
alternatives. In Canada our biggest competition will come from secular self-help
groups."
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Many mainline churches are experiencing a decrease in church attendance and
membership, much of it due to increased secularization of Canada and a move
from a predominantly Christian society to a secular pluralistic one. This trend is
even greater in rural areas where it is caused by a combination of depopulation
and a demographic shift to an older population. Denominations need to continue
to examine their role in the Canadian society and individual congregations need to
examine the best methods to carry out the "Great Commandment." This may need
a certain amount of flexibility and "thinking outside the box." This is not a novel
idea; the phrase "Ecclesia semper reformanda est" [the church must continue to
reform itself] is one of the tenets of the Protestant Reformation. To a considerable
extent, PCF is aided in not having a church building to maintain. The "comfortable
pew" is present in its absence in the F W Gilbert auditorium and worshippers don't
come to church to gaze at stained glass windows or try to count the pipes of a
majestic church organ. Instead, the congregation can focus its attention and energy
on bringing the Good News to nourish both body and soul of the people that God
places in our way. In this vein, comments made by Tony Campolo, as reported in
the Presbyterian Record, on engaging youth in church life and on the state of
mainline churches are worth mentioning.
On engaging youth:"If we lose this generation of young people, we will lose them
not because we have made following Jesus too hard for them; it's because we've
made it too easy." And "I think that at this particular juncture of history young
people are quite willing to make sacrifices - not for the institutional church, but to
help the poor.

Ken Reddig, Marion Stewart, Roger Dutton, Thelma
Boase, Chuck Vandergraaf

On the state of mainline
churches: "To divorce
becoming a Christian from
service is in fact one of the
great mistakes that we [in
mainline churches] have
made." And "We cannot afford
to let mainline churches die.
Social progress depends on
them. They have been and
continue to be, even in their
weakened condition, the
conscience of a nation."
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It is clear that, in future, PCF needs to continue to work closely with other
congregations in Pinawa to fulfill its mandate. The close cooperation with the
Pinawa Lutheran congregation, in holding joint worship services during the
summer months, during Advent, Good Friday and at the end of the calendar year
is expected to continue. These joint services
serve two main goals; they provide an
opportunity for two congregations to worship
together and, collectively, raise their voices to
praise God, and they provide a certain
amount of respite for the clergy of the two
congregations. In principle, there is no reason
why these joint services could, in future, not
be extended to January and February, when
attendance at worship services is low because
many members take extended winter
vacations.
In summary, although the future of both PCF
and Pinawa is clouded in mystery, we can go
forward in confidence knowing that, with
God's help, there are no limitations to what
we can accomplish.

Brenda Morash, Pinawa 50th
Birthday Weekend

Good Friday Worship 2012
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